
Chapter 1

Introduction

The inuence of non-tidal factors upon sea levels and currents can have a signi�cant e�ect upon
the dispersal of buoyant particles in coastal seas. In fact, in many cases, the meteorological
e�ects of atmospheric pressure gradients and associated winds have been known to have a
greater inuence upon particle movement than the tides themselves (Noye et al., 1999a). This
implies that a hydrodynamic-numeric model of a coastal region should include a number of
factors;

(a) Tidal ows,

(b) Wind and pressure (meteorological) induced ows,

(c) External ows.

When combined, these form a major component of the sea level. The combination of (b) and
(c) is often known as the \storm surge" or the \residual sea level", and includes the e�ect of
all non-tidal factors. External ows may refer to currents or sea-level changes which enter a
region as a result of either the movement of weather systems or coastally trapped waves. These
are referred to as \external surges". All of these factors are considered in the modelling of sea
levels and currents in this thesis.

Three coastal regions form the focus of the work presented. Each region is unique, and
various techniques must be applied in order to accurately model each scenario. All three are
located in Southern Australia, and are shown in Figure 1.1. The Great Australian Bight is a
shelf sea that is exposed to the Southern Ocean. It is extensive, with a long (over 2000 km)
ice-free east-west coast, and is the site of a national marine park. Gulf St. Vincent is an inverse
estuary with two openings to the south separated by Kangaroo Island. The city of Adelaide
is located on the eastern coast of the Gulf, emphasising the economic importance of the Gulf.
Dispersal of western king prawn larvae is simulated for this location. In the south-west corner of
Spencer Gulf is Boston Bay. This is a small, shallow bay adjacent to the town of Port Lincoln.
Boston Bay is the site of a number of aquaculture leases that raise southern blue�n tuna for
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Figure 1.1: A map of southern Australia showing the location of the Great Australian
Bight (GAB), Spencer Gulf and Gulf St. Vincent (GSV).
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the lucrative Japanese market. The dispersal of �ne organic sediment caused by a severe storm
event is simulated.

All programs considered have been written in Fortran 90, and executed on a Sun Ultra 2
workstation. Output times have been expressed in either GMT (Greenwich Mean Time) or CST
(Central Standard time, +9.5 hours GMT). GMT is also known as UT1 (Universal Time), and
di�ers from UTC (Co-ordinated Universal Time), which is the mean solar time at 0� longitude,
by no more than one second (ITS, 1996).

In Chapter 2 the mathematical formulation for the equations describing three-dimensional
tide and storm induced ows in both Cartesian and spherical polar co-ordinates are described.
A summary of the derivation of the continuity and momentum equations and the simpli�ca-
tions applied to them is given. The �nite di�erence method is used, combined with numerical
formulation of the horizontal eddy viscosity, to approximate the solutions of these equations.

The Cartesian co-ordinate model is intended for use in smaller scale regions, where the
curvature of the earth has a negligible e�ect. This model, described by Bills (1991) and Nixon
(1996), has a zig-zagged coastal boundary and incorporates tidal at wetting and drying.

The spherical polar co-ordinate model, used in more extensive regions, incorporates a piece-
wise linear coastal boundary described by Matthews (1995). Tidal at interactions are not
included in this model.

In the modelling of storm surges, there is much conjecture as to the appropriate treatment
of variables on the open boundaries. Various treatments at these boundaries and their positive
and negative aspects are discussed. Terms of pressure and wind stress further inuence the
solution, and these are included in the calculations of surface boundary conditions.

A three-dimensional Cartesian co-ordinate tidal model of Gulf St. Vincent, South Australia,
is described in Chapter 3. The model domain includes dual passages to the Southern Ocean,
namely Investigator Strait (to the south-west) and Backstairs Passage (to the south). Data
recorded and harmonically analysed at tidal stations at either end of each open boundary are
used to calculate the time varying tidal height at each boundary point. This is used as initial
input to the model, which is tested by the consideration of analysed historical tidal records at
15 stations throughout the region. Modi�cation of the open boundary data is undertaken using
an equivalently dimensioned and located depth-averaged model in order to minimise the errors
obtained and to maximise the agreement with characteristics unique to the Gulf. Of particular
interest is the relative behaviour of the two major tidal constituents in the Gulf, namely the
semi-diurnal solar (S2) and semi-diurnal lunar (M2). The construction of modelled co-amplitude
and co-phase diagrams for the region illustrates the accurate modelling of the observed aspects.
A discussion of modelled elevation and velocity predictions is given.

In Chapter 4 methods of hindcasting storm surges in Gulf St. Vincent are described. A
signi�cant surge during June 1999 is considered. Atmospheric pressure and wind �elds for
the relevant time have been constructed from observations within the region, and these have
been combined with the tidal model of Chapter 3 to predict the sea level at Outer Harbor,
Port Stanvac and Giles Point (the only observation points). It is suggested that another factor
may be involved in the sea level prediction, namely surges moving from west to east around
the Great Australian Bight into Gulf St. Vincent (known as the \external surge"). This is
taken into account within the model by adding the residual observed at Outer Harbor (tides
and meteorological e�ects removed), with appropriately calculated leading times, to the open
boundary conditions. Predictions of the resulting storm induced residual with and without the
external surge are considered at Outer Harbor, Port Stanvac and Giles Point. E�ects upon
currents predicted in the region are also presented.

The movement of a low pressure system associated with the remnants of Tropical Cyclone
OLIVIA in April 1996 across the Great Australian Bight, Southern Australia, is investigated
in Chapter 5. The construction of a three-dimensional spherical co-ordinate model of the
tides modi�ed from that of Matthews (1995) is considered. The atmospheric pressure and the
associated wind at the time was calculated and used to simulate the progression of the surge
associated with the storm from west to east around the Bight. The simulation of sea level
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on the extensive open boundary is given major priority, using a combination of the inverse
barometric pressure e�ect in deep water and observations in shallow areas. Observed and
computed surge residuals are compared at Thevenard and tidal currents are compared with
storm-induced currents.

Chapter 6 describes the development and testing of a Lagrangian{Stochastic particle track-
ing procedure, which is to be applied to coastal seas. This uses the currents calculated from the
Cartesian tide and/or storm surge model of a particular region to simulate the movement of
buoyant particles in the sea, such as oil, larvae or sediment. Advection and di�usion terms are
described, as is a bilinear interpolation procedure in space which is relevant for �nite-di�erence
grids. Two grid types are considered in programming and testing.

A number of analytic solutions are applied to the particle tracker to test the interior be-
haviour of both advective and di�usive particles. The behaviour at the coastal and open bound-
aries is also considered, with a number of di�erent types of boundary conditions introduced and
tested.

The dispersal of western king prawn (Penaeus latisulcatus) larvae in Gulf St. Vincent is
considered in Chapter 7. A brief summary of prawn biology is considered, as is a discussion
of various aspects of vertical migration. Scenarios from 1990 and 1991 are considered, with
spawning and settlement data available for comparison with model predictions. A number
of aspects are introduced to the particle tracker which are relevant to larval transport. The
inclusion of the pre-settlement duration, vertical migration and changes in larval behaviour over
time are important aspects to the accuracy and realism of the model. In particular, the e�ects
that both life-stage behavioural changes and external surges have on the settlement of larvae is
considered.

Chapter 8 describes the simulation of particle dispersal in Boston Bay (which is located in the
south-west corner of Spencer Gulf), South Australia, during the April 1996 storm described in
Chapter 5. This storm caused the unusual deaths of southern blue�n tuna (Thunnas maccoyii)
caged within the Bay in farms, and it was deduced that this was caused by the coating of the
gills of the �sh with �ne organic sediment dispersed from the sea oor. The mortality rates at
various farms provide a means of comparison with predicted particle dispersal.

A �ne grid (Cartesian) tidal model of the region has been used, with open boundary data
modi�ed from that obtained at Port Lincoln, the only tidal station within the model. Compar-
isons are made between predictions and observations of wind-induced currents. The e�ects of
winds upon elevation and current prediction is also discussed.

The transport of sediments in the Bay near the sea oor is considered, with possible sources
of sediment obtained from divers within the region. Particles are assumed to settle at a random
rate. The cumulative concentration of particles near various tuna farms is compared with the
cumulative number of deaths of tuna at the time.
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Chapter 2

Tide and Storm Surge Models

2.1 Introduction

A general three-dimensional (3D) �nite-di�erence eddy viscosity model (ted) has been devel-
oped and extensively used to predict motions produced by tides and storms in well mixed
shallow seas. It has been thoroughly tested (Bills and Noye, 1984) and has been successfully
applied to studies of 3D tide and tide plus wind-induced circulations in the Gulf of Carpentaria
(Mitchell et al., 1984), Spencer Gulf (Bills and Noye, 1986; Nixon, 1996), Bass Strait (Arnold
and Noye, 1986), Gulf St. Vincent (Noye and Grzechnik, 1998; Grzechnik and Noye, 1999),
and other coastal seas. These applications demonstrate the generality and exibility of the
numerical algorithm and the grid element coding procedure employed.

This three-dimensional model has been modi�ed by Matthews (1995) to include spherical
polar co-ordinates and an oblique coastal boundary (tsoc), and has been tested and applied to
tidal motion in the Great Australian Bight. Further applications to the Great Australian Bight
have been considered by Noye et al. (1999b).

In the following chapter, the basis behind the two models will be presented. Shared charac-
teristics in the equations solved, numerical techniques and boundary treatments will be high-
lighted. Further details beyond the description given here can be found in Bills (1991) and
Matthews (1995) for ted and tsoc respectively. A concise summary of the inner workings of
the ted model has been produced by Noye et al. (1999c).

2.2 Governing Equations

2.2.1 Cartesian equations (ted)

In this section, the 3D equations describing barotropic tide and meteorologically induced motion
in Cartesian co-ordinates as applied in the ted model are presented. Appropriate boundary
and initial conditions are discussed. Closure is obtained by prescribing a functional form for
the horizontal and vertical eddy viscosity coe�cients.

The 3D Reynolds-averaged Navier{Stokes equations for long waves were used for describing
tidal motion. These were written for barotropic conditions where strati�cation in the horizontal
and vertical due to temperature and density di�erences is neglected over tidal time scales. For
a derivation based on forces which act on a uid element, see Nihoul (1975).

To numerically solve the 3D equations, a Cartesian grid with coastal boundaries aligned
with grid lines which pass through appropriate velocity grid points was used.

In an orthogonal Cartesian (x; y; z; t) co-ordinate system, the equations consist of the mass
conservation equation for incompressible ow (the continuity equation)

@vx
@x

+
@vy
@y

+
@vz
@z

= 0; (2.2.1)
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and the three components of the conservation of momentum equation (the momentum equa-
tions):

@vx
@t

+ vx
@vx
@x

+ vy
@vx
@y

+ vz
@vx
@z

� fvy = �1

�

@p

@x

+
@

@x

�
Nx

@vx
@x

�
+

@

@y

�
Ny

@vx
@y

�
+

@

@z

�
Nz

@vx
@z

�
; (2.2.2)
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@vy
@x

+ vy
@vy
@y

+ vz
@vy
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+
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�
; (2.2.3)

@vz
@t

+ vx
@vz
@x

+ vy
@vz
@y

+ vz
@vz
@z

� g = �1

�

@p

@z

+
@

@x

�
Nx

@vz
@x

�
+

@

@y

�
Ny

@vz
@y

�
: (2.2.4)

These equations are solved in conjunction with the free surface condition

vzjz=� = D�

Dt
; i.e. vzjz=� = @�

@t
+ (vxjz=�) @�

@x
+ (vyjz=�) @�

@y
; (2.2.5)

and the bottom condition

vzjz=�h = D(�h)
Dt

= 0; i.e. vzjz=�h = � (vxjz=�h) @h
@x

� (vyjz=�h) @h
@y

= 0: (2.2.6)

The symbols used in the above equations have the following meaning:

t: time (s), measured relative to the commencement of simulation;

x, y, z: rectangular Cartesian co-ordinates (m) with z = 0 in the mean sea level (MSL)
plane and z-axis directed vertically upwards;

vx, vy, vz: Cartesian x, y, z velocity components (m s�1);

p: pressure (Nm�2) resulting from the head of the uid and atmospheric pressure;

f : Coriolis parameter f = 2
 sin� (s�1);


: Earth's angular velocity of rotation 
 � 2�=(3600 � 23:9333) s�1;

�(x; y): northern latitude (�) (� < 0 in the southern hemisphere);

�: density of sea water, assumed constant at � � 1027 kgm�3;

g: acceleration due to gravity (g � 9:81m s�2);

Nx, Ny: the x, y components of horizontal eddy viscosity (m2 s�1) | in general these coef-
�cients have both space and time dependence;

Nz: the z component of the vertical eddy viscosity coe�cient (m
2 s�1) | in general this

coe�cient has both space and time dependence;

�: free surface elevation (m), measured relative to MSL in the positive z direction;

h: distance (m) of the sea bed below MSL;

qjz=z?: a notation indicating that quantity q is evaluated at z = z?.
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Figure 2.1: Cartesian (z-x) and transformed (�-x) coordinate system cross-sections.

In (2.2.2){(2.2.4), the Boussinesq approximation of the Reynolds stresses has been used.
Because vertical uid acceleration in tidal motions is negligible compared with gravitational
acceleration, (2.2.4) is approximated by the hydrostatic equation

@p

@z
= ��g: (2.2.7)

Integration over depth from some level z to the surface � gives

p(z) = pa + �g (� � z) ; (2.2.8)

where pa is the atmospheric pressure (Nm�2 or Pascals). Equation (2.2.8) is used to eliminate p
from (2.2.2){(2.2.3) by making the substitutions

@p

@x
=

@pa
@x

+ �g
@�

@x
and

@p

@y
=

@pa
@y

+ �g
@�

@y
: (2.2.9)

To solve the equations more easily using �nite-di�erence techniques, a transformation of the
depth co-ordinate is introduced to map the sea surface z = �(x; y; t) and the sea bed z = �h(x; y)
to at surfaces � = 0 and � = 1, respectively (see Figure 2.1). This transformation (Phillips,
1957) provides greater resolution per unit depth in shallow water compared with models using
layers of �xed depth. The co-ordinate transformation from the (x; y; z; t) to the (x; y; �; t) system
is de�ned by

� =
� � z

� + h
: (2.2.10)
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Under this transformation, the horizontal velocity components vx and vy do not change. The
vertical velocity component vz is transformed and may be computed indirectly from a velocity
component !, de�ned as

! =
D�

Dt
: (2.2.11)

This is normal to the planes � = constant . Using (2.2.10), (2.2.11) can be written as

! =
1

H

�
�vz + (1� �)

�
@�

@t
+ vx

@�

@x
+ vy

@�

@y

�
� �

�
vx
@h

@x
+ vy

@h

@y

��
; (2.2.12)

in which
H = � + h (2.2.13)

is the total depth of water. Transformed versions of (2.2.1){(2.2.4) can also be obtained using
(2.2.10). For the continuity equation, a depth-averaged form is obtained:

@�

@t
= �@(HVx)

@x
� @(HVy)

@y
; (2.2.14)

where Vx and Vy are depth-averaged horizontal velocities

Vx =

Z 1

0
vx d� and Vy =

Z 1

0
vy d�: (2.2.15)

The respective forms of the transformed x and y momentum equations are

@vx
@t

+ vx
@vx
@x

+ vy
@vx
@y

+ !
@vx
@�

� fvy = �g @�
@x

� 1

�

@pa
@x

+Nx
@2vx
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@2vx
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+
1
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@

@�

�
N�

@vx
@�

�
; (2.2.16)

and

@vy
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+ vx
@vy
@x

+ vy
@vy
@y

+ !
@vy
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+ fvx = �g @�
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� 1

�
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+Ny
@2vy
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+
1

H2

@

@�

�
N�

@vy
@�

�
: (2.2.17)

Only the leading term in the transformation of the horizontal eddy viscosity terms has been
retained in (2.2.16){(2.2.17). Furthermore, Nx and Ny are here treated as constants, de�ned in
Section 2.5.5.

The equation for the transformed vertical velocity component ! is

! = � 1

H

@

@x
fH (V ?

x (�)� �Vx)g � 1

H

@

@y

n
H
�
V ?
y (�) � �Vy

�o
; (2.2.18)

and, using (2.2.12), the Cartesian vertical velocity component vz is given by

vz = �H! + (1� �)

�
@�

@t
+ vx

@�

@x
+ vy

@�

@y

�
� �

�
vx
@h

@x
+ vy

@h

@y

�
: (2.2.19)

The terms V ?
x (�) and V ?

y (�) of (2.2.18) are depth-averaged horizontal velocities over a layer of
thickness � extending downwards from the surface � = 0, i.e.

V ?
x (�) =

Z �

0
vx d�

? and V ?
y (�) =

Z �

0
vy d�

?: (2.2.20)

Equations (2.2.15) are equivalent to (2.2.20) evaluated with � = 1, i.e.

Vx = V ?
x (1) and Vy = V ?

y (1): (2.2.21)

The form used for the transformed vertical eddy viscosity coe�cient N� is

N� (x; y; �; t) = �+ �F (�)H
q
V 2
x + V 2

y ; (2.2.22)

where the symbols used in this equation have the following meaning:
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�: a minimum absolute (background) N� value. For combined tide and wind induced ows
it is typically larger than 0:0000014m2 s�1 (corresponding to molecular eddy viscosity);

�: a dimensionless constant, determined by minimising di�erences between observed and
modelled results. The form of F (�) and the value of � both inuence the optimal value
of �;

F (�): a prescribed function of the transformed depth co-ordinate �.

The vertical eddy viscosity coe�cient used by Noye et al. (1981, 1982), Nixon and Noye
(1995, 1996a,b) and others takes the form as shown in (2.2.22) with

F (�) =
1

2
(1 + 2�)(1 � �); � 2 [0; 1] (2.2.23)

for tide and/or wind induced ows. F (�) has a maximum value of 9=16 at quarter-depth, a
value of 1=2 at both mid-depth and the sea surface, with a minimum value of 0 at the sea bed.

Equations (2.2.14){(2.2.18) are those used to solve for the barotropic ow variables �, vx,
vy, !, Vx, and Vy. Equation (2.2.22) provides an expression for N� in terms of the variables
vx and vy, and closes the system. Equations (2.2.15) and (2.2.20) de�ne the required depth-
averaged velocity quantities. Equation (2.2.19) is not necessary to the overall computation, but
may be used to calculate the Cartesian vertical velocity vz, if required.

2.2.2 Three-dimensional spherical tidal equations (tsoc)

Tidal models often deal with large expanses of the ocean where the Earth's curvature is impor-
tant to modelling tidal ows, therefore requiring the use of spherical co-ordinates. Because the
ocean depth is negligible compared with the Earth's radius it is simpler and just as accurate to
use geographical co-ordinates and geopotential surfaces than true spherical co-ordinates (Gill,
1982). The co-ordinates used in this instance are easterly longitude �, northerly latitude �, and
a vertical co-ordinate z (which is perpendicular to the geopotential surfaces, in the direction
opposite to that of gravity). This is commonly known as spherical polar co-ordinates but will
be referred to as spherical co-ordinates for the remainder of this thesis. A right handed spheri-
cal polar co-ordinate system is used where the origin is located at MSL, the Equator, and the
Greenwich longitude. The Earth's radius R is treated as a constant with a value of 6371 km
(Gill, 1982). At the equator R � 6378 km and at the poles R � 6357 km, and because ocean
depth rarely exceeds 6 km the maximum error in R for oceanic applications is only �0.05%.

The same simpli�cations as for the 3D Cartesian formulations are conducted, as outlined
in a complete description of the derivation of the 3D spherical equations given by Matthews
(1995). The modi�cation of the ted model to incorporate spherical polar co-ordinates has also
been considered by Naja� (1997), Naja� et al. (1996a,b) and Teubner et al. (1999).

The continuity equation in spherical co-ordinates is

1

R cos�

@v�
@�

+
1

R cos�

@(v� cos�)

@�
+
@vz
@z

= 0; (2.2.24)

and the horizontal (� and � respectively) components of the momentum equation are

@v�
@t

+
v�

R cos�

@v�
@�

+
v�

R cos�

@(v� cos�)

@�
+ vz

@v�
@z

= 2
v� sin�� 1

�R cos�

@pa
@�

� g

R cos�

@�

@�
+

�T�
�R2 cos2 �

@2v�
@�2

� 2
�T�
�

tan�

R2 cos�

@v�
@�

+
�T�
�R2

@2v�
@�2

��T�
�

tan�

R2

@v�
@�

+
�T�
�R2

v�

�
1

cos2 �
� 2 tan2 �

�
+

@

@z

�
�Tz
�

@v�
@z

�
; (2.2.25)
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@v�
@t

+
v�

R cos�

@v�
@�

+
tan�

R
v�v� +

v�
R

@v�
@�

+ vz
@v�
@z

= �2
v� sin�� 1

�R

@pa
@�

� g

R

@�

@�

+
�T�

�R2 cos2 �

@2v�
@�2

+ 2
�T�
�

tan�

R2 cos�

@v�
@�

+
v�
R2

�
�T�

� cos2 �
� 2

�T�
�

tan2 �

�

+
�T�
�R2

@2v�
@�2

� �T�
�

tan�

R2

@v�
@�

+
@

@z

�
�Tz
�

@v�
@z

�
; (2.2.26)

where the hydrostatic pressure assumption (2.2.7) has replaced the z-momentum equation, viz.

@p

@z
= ��g; (2.2.27)

in a similar fashion to the Cartesian case. Two boundary conditions for the uid ow are the
free surface and bottom conditions,

vzjz=� = D�

Dt
; i.e. vzjz=� = @�

@t
+
(v�jz=�)
R cos�

@�

@�
+
(v�jz=�)

R

@�

@�
; (2.2.28)

vzjz=�h = D(�h)
Dt

= 0; i.e. vzjz=�h = �(v�jz=�h)
R cos�

@h

@�
� (v�jz=�h)

R

@h

@�
= 0: (2.2.29)

The symbols used in the above equations have the following meaning:

�, �: longitude and latitude co-ordinates (c),

z: vertical co-ordinate (m), given by

z = r �R; (2.2.30)

where R is the earth's radius, and r is the radial distance (m) from the Earth's
centre to the position considered. The origin of z is at MSL.

v�, v�, vz: velocity components (m s�1) associated with �, � and z co-ordinates. v� is in
the direction of increasing � (eastward), v� is in the direction of increasing �
(northward), and vz is in the direction of increasing z (the direction opposing
the action of gravity).

�T�, �T�, �Tz: depth-dependent eddy viscosity coe�cients (kgm�1 s�1) in the �, � and z
directions respectively. All are functions of space (�, �, z) and time (t).

All other parameters are described in Section 2.2.1.
A depth transformation is performed in a similar manner as for the Cartesian equations

where the new depth co-ordinate � is given by (2.2.10), viz.

� =
� � z

� + h
: (2.2.31)

Under this transformation, the horizontal velocity components v� and v� are not changed. The
vertical velocity component vz is transformed and may be computed indirectly from a velocity
component !, de�ned to be normal to the planes � = constant , as

! =
D�

Dt
: (2.2.32)

Using (2.2.31), (2.2.32) can be written as

! =
1

H

�
�vz + (1� �)

@�

@t
+

v�
R cos�

�
@�

@�
� �

@H

@�

�
+
v�
R

�
@�

@�
� �

@H

@�

��
; (2.2.33)
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where the total depth H (m) is given by (2.2.13), that is

H = � + h: (2.2.34)

Using (2.2.32), transformed versions of the continuity and conservation equations can be
obtained. The continuity equation in spherical co-ordinates is given in a depth-averaged form:

@�

@t
= � 1

R cos�

�
@(HV�)

@�
+
@(HV� cos�)

@�

�
; (2.2.35)

and the depth-averaged velocities, for � and � directions respectively, are represented by

V� =

Z 1

0
v� d� and V� =

Z 1

0
v� d�: (2.2.36)

Applying the depth transformation to the momentum equations (2.2.25) and (2.2.26), re-
placing vz by (2.2.33) in the advective terms, and further simplifying in the manner of Matthews
(1995) gives the 3D depth transformed �-momentum equation in spherical co-ordinates,

@v�
@t

+
v�

R cos�

@v�
@�

+
v�

R cos�

@(cos �v�)

@�
+ !

@v�
@�

= 2
v� sin�� 1

�R cos�

@pa
@�

� g

R cos�

@�

@�
+

��T�
�R2 cos2 �

@2v�
@�2

� 2
��T�
�

tan�

R2 cos�

@v�
@�

+
��T�
�R2

@2v�
@�2

�
��T�
�

tan�

R2

@v�
@�

+
��T�
�R2

v�

�
1

cos2 �
� 2 tan2 �

�
+

1

H2

@

@�

"
��T�
�

@v�
@�

#
; (2.2.37)

and the 3D depth transformed �-momentum equation in spherical co-ordinates,

@v�
@t

+
v�

R cos�

@v�
@�

+
tan�

R
v�v� +

v�
R

@v�
@�

+ !
@v�
@�

= �2
v� sin�� 1

�R

@pa
@�

� g

R

@�

@�

+
��T�

�R2 cos2 �

@2v�
@�2

+ 2
��T�
�

tan�

R2 cos�

@v�
@�

+
v�
R2

"
��T�

� cos2 �
� 2

��T�
�

tan2 �

#

+
��T�
�R2

@2v�
@�2

�
��T�
�

tan�

R2

@v�
@�

+
1

H2

@

@�

"
��T�
�

@v�
@�

#
: (2.2.38)

Here ��T�, �
�
T�
, and ��T� (kgm�1 s�1) are the depth transformed eddy viscosity coe�cients in

the �, �, and � directions, respectively.
The equation for the transformed vertical velocity component !��� is

!��� =
1

HR cos�

�
@

@�
fH (�V� � V ?

� (�))g+
@

@�

n
H cos�

�
�V� � V ?

� (�)
�o�

; (2.2.39)

where V ?
� (�) and V ?

� (�) are depth-averaged horizontal velocities over a layer of thickness �
extending downwards from the surface � = 0, i.e.

V ?
� (�) =

Z �

0
v� d�

? and V ?
� (�) =

Z �

0
v� d�

?: (2.2.40)

There are now �ve 3D tidal equations (2.2.33), (2.2.35), (2.2.37), (2.2.38), and (2.2.39) in
depth transformed spherical co-ordinates with unknown variables �, v�, v�, vz, and !���. The
depth-averaged velocities V� and V� are given in terms of the transformed variable � by

V� =

Z 1

0
v� d� and V� =

Z 1

0
v� d�: (2.2.41)

The form used for the transformed vertical eddy viscosity coe�cient ��T� is

��T� (�; �; �; t) =� = �+ �F (�)H
q
V 2
� + V 2

� ; (2.2.42)

with
F (�) = (1 + 2�)(1 � �)=2; � 2 [0; 1] (2.2.43)

which is comparable to the Cartesian case.
Approximations for the horizontal eddy viscosity terms are discussed in Section 2.5.6.
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2.3 The Boundary and Initial Conditions

2.3.1 Cartesian co-ordinate zig-zag boundary (ted)

To apply the mathematical model to a particular physical region, appropriate boundary and
initial conditions are required. In the �nite-di�erence approach employed in the ted model, the
actual boundary of the plan of the region of interest is approximated by horizontal orthogonal
line segments parallel to the x- and y-axes. It is assumed that the sides of this region can be
approximated by rectangular vertical faces. This approximation is required due to the nature of
the vertical co-ordinate transformation and follows from the interior sea region being modelled
as a connected set of at-bottomed rectangular boxes.

The boundary conditions used are as follows:

1. Assuming the model \coastline" impermeable,

(vx; vy) � n = 0 on the coastline; (2.3.1)

where n is a vector normal to the coastline. It is assumed that the coastline is constructed of
straight line segments passing only through vx or vy grid-points on a rectangular staggered
grid (see Figures 2.3(a) and 2.4).

Equation (2.3.1) therefore leads to the numerical conditions that, where the coastline runs
parallel to the:

� x-axis, vy = 0 at vy grid-points on the coast;

� y-axis, vx = 0 at vx grid-points on the coast.

In a tidal at model, (2.3.1) does not apply at the transient coastal boundary of the tidal
at regions. Flow there is determined by the prevailing dynamics (see Section 2.5.7).

2. A condition of no-slip is used at the sea bed � = 1 so that

vx = vy = ! = vz = 0 at � = 1 for all time t: (2.3.2)

3. Application of the free surface condition (2.2.5) in (2.2.19) with � = 0 gives

! = 0 at � = 0 for all time t: (2.3.3)

4. If the model is to include wind e�ects, it is assumed that the surface wind-stress vec-
tor (Sx; Sy) is related to the �-gradient of the surface current, using the Boussinesq vertical
eddy viscosity formulation, by

Sx = � �

H

�
N�

@vx
@�

�����
�=0

; Sy = � �

H

�
N�

@vy
@�

�����
�=0

: (2.3.4)

The values of Sx and Sy are determined from the wind velocity using quadratic laws,

Sx = �ac10u10

q
(u10)2 + (v10)2; Sy = �ac10v10

q
(u10)2 + (v10)2; (2.3.5)

with the vertical gradients in the horizontal surface velocity components vx and vy in (2.2.16)
and (2.2.17) calculated using a rearranged (2.3.4). The symbols used in these equations have
the following meaning:

�a: the density of air, assumed constant at �a � 1:225 kgm�3;

c10: a dimensionless drag coe�cient, which depends on wind speed according to an
empirical formula. That proposed by Wu (1982) for light to hurricane force winds
is

c10 =
�
0:8 + 0:065

q
(u10)2 + (v10)2

�
� 10�3; (2.3.6)
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u10, v10: the x and y wind velocity (m s�1) components 10m above MSL.

5. Atmospheric pressure pa may be speci�ed from meteorological data, take an idealised form,
or be assumed to be constant.

6. The open boundaries of the model pass through elevation grid-points and velocity grid-points
at which the calculated horizontal velocity component is tangential to these boundaries. In
the case of tide and storm surge forcing, tidal elevation �b (m) at grid element b on the
open boundary is speci�ed for all time as the sum of the contributions of the M major tidal
constituents. The sea level is obtained through addition of the tide to the e�ect of the surge,
i.e.

�b(t) =
MX

m=1

fmam;b cos(!mt+ V0;m + �m � m;b) + �surge;b; (2.3.7)

where, for tidal constituent m, the symbols used have the following meaning:

fm: amplitude correction factor (dimensionless), which accounts for longer period changes
in the celestial positions of the moon and sun;

�m: phase correction (�), which accounts for longer period changes in the celestial po-
sitions of the moon and sun;

am;b: amplitude constant (m) at open boundary grid element b;

m;b: phase constant (
�) at open boundary grid element b;

!m: angular frequency (� s�1), corresponding to idealised motions of the sun and/or
moon with period less than one year;

V0;m: phase (�) at the start of the epoch: 0:00 hr on 01/01/1900, Greenwich Mean
Time (GMT).

�surge;b: e�ect on elevation of external surges propagating into the model (m) observed at
open boundary grid element b. This is set to zero for tide only forcing.

Condition (2.3.7) is applied at each elevation grid-point �b of every grid element b de�ning
the open boundaries. The speci�cations of am;b and m;b vary with position from element to
element. This type of condition is commonly referred to as a height speci�ed open boundary
condition. The direct e�ect of the tide-generating forces was not considered.

With tide and meteorological forcing it is not appropriate to constrain the movement of the
surface at the open boundaries, as the surface at these grid elements must be able to both
accommodate tidal forcing and be free to move in response to the interior solution. The
boundary condition used should allow the outward passage of waves (transients produced
when modelling commences, meteorologically generated waves, and tidally induced outgoing
waves) as well as the inward passage of waves (meteorologically or tidally induced). An
appropriately discretised Sommerfeld condition

@�b
@t

+ c
@�b
@n

= 0; (2.3.8)

is used where phase speed c is calculated in the Orlanski (1976) manner (see Bills and Noye,
1987). Parameter n is measured in the outward normal direction n, and meteorological plus
tidal forcing on the open boundary is speci�ed through the �b discretisation. A discussion of
the merits and disadvantages of this method is given in Section 2.4.

The initial conditions used were

� = vx = vy = ! = vz = Vx = Vy = 0 at time t = 0: (2.3.9)

Consequently, total depth H was initially set as MSL depth h. Along the open boundaries,
elevation �b at time t = 0 is given by (2.3.7).
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2.3.2 Spherical co-ordinate oblique boundary conditions (tsoc)

The boundary conditions required for the 3D tidal equations in spherical co-ordinates are similar
to those given in the 3D Cartesian case. In the case of the tsoc model, the coastal boundary is
constructed from piecewise linear segments arranged in an oblique fashion. This improves the
accuracy of the model near the coastline, while allowing the �nite di�erence technique to be
used for solution.

The boundary conditions used are as follows:

1. The coastal or closed boundary condition requires that there be no ow across the coastal
boundary, that is

(v�; v�) � n = 0; (2.3.10)

for the depth-dependent horizontal velocity components in spherical co-ordinates. Unlike
the Cartesian case, it is not assumed that the coastline passes through v� or v� grid-points.
Here n = (cos �n; sin �n) is the normal (directed out of the model region) at the boundary,
and �n is the angle between the outward normal direction and the grid lines in the positive
�-direction. This boundary condition allows a slip ow along the boundary but no ow
normal to it.

This coastal boundary condition (BC) may be expanded as

v�;b cos �n + v�;b sin �n = 0: (2.3.11)

This de�nes the ratio of the boundary velocity components (v�;b=v�;b) but gives no informa-
tion about their individual magnitudes.

An oblique piecewise-linear form for the model coastal boundary developed by Matthews
(1995) was used. For this form of computational coastal boundary an approximation for the
magnitude of the slip velocity along the oblique coastal boundary is required. Hirsch (1990)
suggests extrapolating for the slip velocity using values from nearby interior computational
points. A variation of this idea was applied. The projection of the horizontal velocity at
a nearby interior computational point was used as a �rst order approximation of the slip
velocity at the land water boundary. The horizontal slip velocity components are therefore

v�;b = jq
z
j cos(�z � �b) cos �b and v�;b = jq

z
j cos(�z � �b) sin �b; (2.3.12)

where q
z
is the uid velocity at a nearby interior elevation point �z, �b is the angle the

coastal boundary makes with the positive x-direction and �z is the direction of velocity at
the elevation point �z (with respect to the positive x-direction) (see Figure 2.2).

An example of the concept is shown in Figure 2.3 where a coastal boundary has been ap-
proximated using a stepped boundary composed of grid line segments, and compared with
the same coastline approximated by oblique piecewise-linear segments which cut through
grid elements. Clearly, the oblique coastal segments will more faithfully represent local tidal
ows than grid-aligned coastal segments.

No tidal at interactions are allowed in the tsoc model.

2. A no-slip condition is applied at the sea bed � = 1 so that

v� = v� = ! = vz = 0 at � = 1 for all time t; (2.3.13)

which enables the vertical pro�le to be fully resolved.

3. A free surface condition is applied at the sea surface, namely

! = 0 at � = 0 for all time t: (2.3.14)
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Figure 2.2: The symbols used in the coastal boundary condition computation. The solid line is
the coastal boundary and the shaded area represents land.

(a) (b)

y

x

Figure 2.3: The computational coastal boundary (thick solid lines) for the: (a) stepped bound-
ary model; and (b) oblique boundary model; for a body of water enclosed by closed coastal
(thin solid line) and open sea (thick dashed line) boundaries. This is shown on a Cartesian grid
for simplicity.

4. If wind forcing is to be included, it is assumed that the surface wind-stress vector (S�; S�)
is related to the �-gradient of the surface current, as in the Cartesian co-ordinate case, by

S� = � �

H

�
�T�

@v�
@�

�����
�=0

; S� = � �

H

�
�T�

@v�
@�

�����
�=0

: (2.3.15)

If there is only tidal forcing (no wind) then S� = S� = 0 and the gradients of the horizontal
velocity components at the surface in the � direction are zero, that is

@v�
@�

=
@v�
@�

= 0 at � = 0: (2.3.16)

If there is wind forcing then the surface stress is given by (2.3.15). The wind stress compo-
nents may also be expressed in terms of the wind velocity �eld using the quadratic law of
Wu (1982), namely

S� = �ac10u10

q
(u10)2 + (v10)2; S� = �ac10v10

q
(u10)2 + (v10)2; (2.3.17)
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where each term has been previously de�ned. In this case, (u10; v10) are the �, � horizontal
components, respectively, of wind velocity recorded 10m above MSL.

5. For a height speci�ed open boundary condition, the tidal elevation �b at position b on the
open boundary is speci�ed for all time as the sum of the contributions of the dominant tidal
constituents. The M major astronomical constituents are used as in (2.3.7), namely

�b(t) =
MX

m=1

fmam;b cos(!mt+ V0;m + �m � m;b) + �surge;b; (2.3.18)

which was de�ned in the Cartesian case.

This height speci�ed open boundary condition is used in conjunction with the one-dimensional
Sommerfeld (1949) radiation condition (in spherical co-ordinates), namely

@�b
@t

+
c

hn

@�b
@n

= 0 for �b on the open boundary: (2.3.19)

Here c is calculated in an (Orlanski, 1976) manner, hn is the spherical Lam�e parameter in
the direction of n and the meanings of the other variables have already been de�ned. A
discussion of the merits and disadvantages of this method is included in Section 2.4.

In the modelling of storm surges, a further boundary condition is applied to include me-
teorological e�ects. At deep water boundaries, the inverse barometric e�ect (Bowden, 1983)
is used which, although only a crude approximation, is commonly applied. This correction is
obtained by assuming static conditions, so that on the open sea boundary (2.2.25) reduces to

0 = � 1

�R cos�

@pa
@�

� g

R cos�

@�

@�
; (2.3.20)

which yields

� = � 1

�g
(pa � p0); (2.3.21)

where p0 is the mean atmospheric pressure at MSL, taken to be 101325Pascals for Southern
Australia. That is, if atmospheric pressure falls by one HectoPascal (100 Pascals) under static
conditions, the sea level rises by approximately one centimetre.

After correcting (2.3.18) by (2.3.21) the resulting open boundary elevation is used in con-
junction with (2.3.19).

The initial conditions for the 3D spherical co-ordinate formulations are similar to those used
in the Cartesian case and are conditions which are generally used by tidal modellers. These
initial conditions are

� = v� = v� = vz = ! = V� = V� = 0 at t = 0 (2.3.22)

for all �, �, and � within the model domain. H is initially set as mean sea level depth, as for
the Cartesian case, that is

H = h at t = 0 (2.3.23)

within the model domain, and

Hb = hb + �b at t = 0 (2.3.24)

along the open sea boundary.
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2.4 Discussion of Open Boundary Methods

\An open boundary is a computational boundary at which disturbances originating
at the interior of the computational domain are allowed to leave it without disturbing
or deteriorating the interior solution." (Roed and Cooper, 1986)

Methods used in the determination of the ow at the open boundary(s) have been the
subject of conjecture over the last 30{40 years. The major problem with the construction
of open boundary conditions is the successful removal of interior waves without the internal
reection of waves from these boundaries. Various methods have been applied, some of which
will be discussed further. Of particular interest is the application to tidal and wind driven ows.
The e�ect of particular boundary conditions on each speci�c model considered in this thesis
will be further discussed in the relevant chapters. Note that the following consideration of open
boundary conditions is based upon the Cartesian co-ordinate system. These can be adapted to
the equivalent spherical system where required.

2.4.1 Height speci�ed conditions

In the simulation of tides it is sometimes adequate to use a height speci�ed open boundary
condition, where the elevation at the boundary is set to some speci�c known value,

� = �̂: (2.4.1)

In the case of tidal modelling in shallow seas initial transients are damped by bottom friction,
and there are no internal ows produced by atmospheric or wind forcing factors (Bills, 1991).
In deeper waters, problems have been found with this condition, including total reection of
incident waves and instabilities. This condition has also been found in some cases to not
adequately model physical behaviour near the boundary, with adjacent gridpoints showing
signi�cantly di�erent velocities (Arnold, 1987). In the case of a storm surge simulation, the
height speci�ed condition is inadequate, as internally generated waves are reected from the
boundary and not allowed to exit from the model domain.

2.4.2 Sommerfeld radiation condition

In order to remove internal transients from the model, a boundary condition which radiates
outgoing waves is required. Radiation type conditions are considered here, as opposed to relax-
ation or gradient schemes. One of the earlier proposed boundary conditions is the well known
Sommerfeld (1949) condition, where for a wave moving in the positive x-direction,

@�

@t
+ c

@�

@x
= 0; (2.4.2)

where phase speed is given by c =
p
gh. This was discretised by Orlanski (1976) for hyperbolic

ows, by calculating phase speed dependent upon the speed of the wave as it approaches the
boundary. Variations of the Orlanski{Sommerfeld (O{S) condition have been among the most
widely used radiation boundary conditions in tidal and storm surge modelling.

A number of modi�ed conditions which improve upon the O{S scheme by increasing the
order of accuracy have been used by Tang and Grimshaw (1996), with the emphasis on coastally
trapped waves. It was found that the more the waves have the structure of dispersive wave
packets, the poorer the performance of the radiation boundary conditions. They concluded that
their modi�ed boundary conditions could con�dently be used in storm surge simulations. This
was applied in a storm surge model on the North Queensland coast (Tang et al., 1996). This
model incorporates tides and atmospheric forcing (pressure and wind) with the modi�ed O{S
condition applied at the open boundary.
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2.4.3 Meteorological inputs (BST, IBP)

The O{S condition is used in many cases, however if sea level is unknown then it may be
calculated from the meteorological conditions at or near the boundary. In deep water, it is
suggested by Bode and Hardy (1997) that the �rst step should be to include the inverted
barometer e�ect, (2.3.21). It is noted that for the momentum equations, the ratio of surface
stress to atmospheric pressure forcing is of order 10 in 20m of water, but is 0.01 for depth of
2000m, indicating the dominance in deeper water of atmospheric pressure compared with the
surface wind e�ect.

A further method, often incorporated in conjunction with the inverse barometer e�ect,
was developed by Harper and Sobey (1983), and is known as the Bathystrophic Storm Tide
(BST) condition. This is based upon the depth-averaged momentum equation (in the speci�ed
direction, again shown here in the x-direction), which in the steady state may be reduced to

@�

@x
= � 1

�g

dpa
dx

+
Sx

�g(h+ �)
: (2.4.3)

This is numerically integrated from the deep water to the coast to de�ne forcing across a
continental shelf. It was found that the BST condition gave more realistic ows near the
boundaries, but no signi�cant di�erences in the interior. Murty (1984) further proposes a
modi�ed BST, which incorporates a simpli�ed bottom stress term.

Roed and Smedstad (1984) suggested that the O{S condition may not be totally valid in the
case of forced wave simulations. A boundary condition was developed where the uid was forced
everywhere, including the open boundaries. It was proposed that the dependent variables in
the depth-averaged equations of motion should be split into two modes, local (meteorological)
and global (tidal). It was found that the global mode reduces to the free wave equations, so
the O{S condition is used. The local conditions were calculated using �nite di�erence methods
in the same way as the interior solution. The advantage of this method, is that the local mode
can be computed at all points throughout the model domain, so no open boundary condition
is required for this mode.

2.4.4 Other radiation condition

A radiation condition applied to the velocity at the boundary was described by Flather (1976).
This requires a speci�cation of both elevation (�̂) and velocity (Û in x-direction) at the bound-
ary, both of which can be computed using an iterative scheme, which can intrude signi�cantly
on computing time | approximately 10 iterations are required for convergence. The condition
is

U = Û(s; t) +
c

h
[� � �̂(s; t)]; (2.4.4)

and c =
p
gh. Further application of this method was documented by Flather (1994), where

the known values were computed from a global tidal model. Lack of useable current data means
that this method is not available for use in the modelling conducted within this thesis.

Bode and Sobey (1984) found that when compared with analytic ows in an estuary, suc-
cessive iteration of (2.4.4) was unlikely to lead to the correct solution. This, combined with the
expense of iteration, caused the method to be rejected by Arnold (1987) in an investigation of
tides of Bass Strait, Australia. This author considered a number of boundary conditions, many
of which were found to give oscillations close to the boundary, and developed the condition for
tidal ows,

U = c

 
� � �̂ +

Z t

0

(� � �̂)

t�
dt

!
: (2.4.5)

Use of this condition gave signi�cantly improved results within the region.

Murty and El-Sabh (1986) suggested that the choice of open boundary condition type should
be tailored to the problem being solved. They suggest a height speci�ed condition in the case of
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tidal modelling, the Bathystrophic Storm Tide condition (and modi�cations by Murty (1984))
for storm surges, and a radiation condition such as

U =

r
g

h
� (2.4.6)

in the case of tsunami modelling.

2.4.5 Comparison testing

A comparison of various boundary conditions was conducted by Palma and Matano (1998).
The modelling of the e�ects of a travelling storm was undertaken, and the conclusion was made
that in this case the best method was that of Flather (1976) combined with that of Roed and
Smedstad (1984) (where dependent variables are split into modes). The use of the O{S method
(which includes the method of Tang and Grimshaw (1996)) is said to \perform poorly in either
ows with strongly non-linear components or where the model response is dominated by the
propagation of dispersive wave packets". The scheme of Tang and Grimshaw (1996) was also
reported to perform no better than the standard O{S condition in this comparison.

Roed and Cooper (1986) investigated the response of a number of boundary types to wind
and tide forcing in ocean models. It was found that the Camerlengo and O'Brien (1980)
adaption of the O{S condition performed particularly well, with a small amount of current
reection noticed. The Roed and Smedstad (1984) method was found to be the \perfect"
boundary condition for this case, and was rated marginally ahead of the O{S condition.

A comprehensive review of storm surge modelling developments was given by Bode and
Hardy (1997). Two conclusions that are important to the discussion here are:

\. . . the fact remains that for wind-driven ows, no OBC (open boundary condition)
performs satisfactorily in a general sense, and experimentation and compromise are
necessary."

and

\. . . inadequate meteorological inputs remain the weak link in surge modelling."

These statements imply that a boundary condition which appears to work for one situation may
not be reasonable for another. In addition, it is thought that the speci�cation of meteorological
e�ects is potentially a much greater source of error in the modelling of storm surges than the
formulation of boundary conditions.

One of the major sources of error for the open boundary which is not addressed in the
schemes shown here is the consideration of oblique ow incidence. Schemes shown assume
that the incoming wave is either in the x- or y-direction, depending on the orientation of the
particular boundary element. This leads to possible reective behaviour in cases where the
current ow is in a direction approaching parallel to a boundary. This shortcoming of the open
boundary condition is accepted due to the consideration that the error in meteorological input
is greater than that introduced by this open boundary formulation.

2.4.6 Conclusions

Open boundary formulation is an important factor in the modelling of storm surges. Generally,
there does not appear to be any single condition which appears to \�x" the problems associated
with the inclusion of an open sea boundary. In the models considered within this thesis, various
inputs including tides and surge levels will be applied to open boundaries. Wind and/or atmo-
spheric pressure forcing will be applied to the interior, making the choice of boundary condition
di�cult. In choosing the condition used, the following must also be considered;

1. The major source of errors in storm surge modelling is in the approximation of meteoro-
logical e�ects.
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2. None of the open boundaries are completely satisfactory in a general sense.

3. The bene�ts of a particular open boundary must outweigh the costs involved in imple-
menting it.

4. The emphasis of this thesis is not intended to be upon the development of open boundary
conditions or upon deciding which condition is the optimal for use in a particular situation.

The O{S condition has been implemented and tested in the ted and tsoc models by Bills
(1991) and Matthews (1995) respectively. Of the schemes considered here, the most promising
appear to be those of Flather (1976) and Roed and Smedstad (1984). The former was rejected
due to the requirement that velocity data be made available at the boundary. The latter
appears promising, however implementation would be time consuming, with the bene�ts over
the existing O{S condition perhaps not great enough to justify its inclusion. The scheme of
Tang and Grimshaw (1996) appears to be of higher order accuracy than the standard O{S
formulation, but in testing has been found to behave similarly.

Considering the factors included in the discussion above, it appears that the O{S condition
combined with the tide height and the relevant meteorological e�ects (if available) for each
particular scenario may be considered adequate for the models considered in this thesis. For
each model, the merits and drawbacks of such an open boundary will be given individual
attention in the relevant sections.

2.5 Numerical Model

In this section, a summary of the numerical techniques used to approximately solve the equations
presented in Section 2.2 is presented. Complete details are given by Bills (1991) and Matthews
(1995).

A standard uniform grid is applied in the horizontal direction to generate cells, or grid
elements, of �xed size (in either m or c). A non-uniform grid is applied in the vertical direction �
to generate depth-intervals of variable size and placement in �-space.

The method of �nite-di�erences has been used to discretise the transformed tidal equations,
which are di�erenced on the spatially staggered rectangular Arakawa C grid (Arakawa and
Lamb, 1977) and staggered in time to maximise the accuracy of the approximations|generally
second-order. The number of grid elements involved are limited to nine in the x-y plane|the
central grid element and its eight immediate neighbours.

Since the di�erencing of each equation involves (at most) a subset of nine grid elements,
a method of applying the �nite-di�erence equations to a central grid element with any con-
�guration of neighbouring grid elements has been developed by Bills (1991). The method of
solution is generally applicable to any bay or coastal sea for which the governing equations are
an adequate description of the tidal ow.

2.5.1 Horizontal grid (ted)

In the Cartesian x-y plane, each grid element contains three grid-points, one each for ux and uy
(denoted the \u" and \v" gridpoints respectively), and the third for �, !, w, and all other
quantities (see Figure 2.4). The prescribed wind velocity components u10 and v10 are also
de�ned at the � grid-point. The depth-averaged horizontal velocity components Ux and Uy are
de�ned at the respective u and v grid-points.

The grid used is staggered in space. The spacing between similar grid-points of neighbouring
grid elements in the x-direction is 2�x (m), and in the y-direction 2�y (m).

2.5.2 Horizontal grid (tsoc)

In spherical co-ordinates, the grid element is constructed in a similar way to the Cartesian case,
with each grid element in the �-� plane containing three grid-points, one each for u� and u�
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Figure 2.4: A plan view of the ith grid element, indicating the �i, ui, and vi grid-points and the
horizontal grid-spacings used. The overall element has dimensions 2�x� 2�y.

(sometimes denoted the \u" and \v" gridpoints respectively), and the third for �, !, w, and all
other quantities. The depth-averaged horizontal velocity components U� and U� are de�ned at
the respective u and v grid-points.

The eastward grid spacing is 2�� (c) and the northward grid spacing is 2�� (c). The
latitude � is needed at the three grid-point locations within each element, and is de�ned by ��i ,
�ui and �vi at the �i, ui and vi gridpoints respectively.

To compare with the Cartesian case, it should be noted that the spherical polar arc length
2��R cos� corresponds to the horizontal grid spacing, 2�x, and 2��R corresponds to the
horizontal grid spacing, 2�y.

2.5.3 Vertical grid

Near the sea bed, vertical gradients in the horizontal velocity components can be large as a
result of the no-slip condition (2.3.2) or (2.3.13) speci�ed. A grid that is �ne near the sea bed
and coarse above it more accurately models the high shear layer than a uniform grid using
the same number of depth-intervals. Near the sea surface, vertical gradients in the horizontal
velocity components can again be large as a result of surface wind-stress. In both circumstances,
the �ne grid more accurately conveys information to the mid-depth-intervals. At the surface it
leads to more accurate extrapolations for horizontal surface velocity values (Bills, 1991), even
in the absence of an applied wind-stress. Therefore, in the �-direction, a smoothly non-uniform
grid-spacing de�ned by the Kappa (�) method (Sundqvist and Veronis, 1970; Noye, 1984; Noye
and Bills, 1992) is used, with the �nest grid near both the transformed sea bed and sea surface
and a more coarse grid at mid-depths.

The vertical grid-spacings satisfy the second-order relation

��k = ��k�1(1 + ���k�1); k = 0; 1; : : : ; nk; (2.5.1)

for a given parameter �, and number of depth-intervals nk. The terms ��k and ��k�1 are
de�ned in Figure 2.5; for example, ��k is the distance between the �k and �k+1 depth-levels.
Uniform vertical spacings correspond to the value � = 0. For � 6= 0, the structure of the vertical
grid-spacings is chosen to vary symmetrically about mid-depth from �ne near the sea bed, to
coarse at mid-levels and back to �ne near the sea surface. In order to generate this structure,
(2.5.1) is solved iteratively over the interval � 2 [0; 0:5] and the solution for � 2 (0:5; 1] is
obtained by reection about � = 0:5. The values of � required at each depth-level are determined
from the spacings ��.

Numerical tests carried out by Bills (1991) illustrate the necessity to test for the optimum �
for a given application of the 3D numerical model and functional form F (�) of the vertical eddy
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Figure 2.5: An �-section of the transformed vertical coordinate system, indicating non-
uniformally placed depth-levels �k and non-uniform depth-intervals ��k.

viscosity coe�cient N� chosen.

2.5.4 Finite-di�erence scheme

All di�erence expressions in the horizontal directions are space-centred and are therefore spa-
tially second-order. The di�erence expressions in the vertical direction are nearly second-order
because of the use of the Kappa condition, (2.5.1), to specify the vertical grid, as discussed
in Section 2.5.3. The temporal di�erence expressions corresponding to elevation calculations
are second-order and those corresponding to momentum calculations vary between �rst- and
second-order.

The overall �nite-di�erence scheme is three-level in time, each time step involving the entry
level, the half time step level, and the full time step level. For each set of calculations of u
and v over one time step, there are two calculations of �, as indicated in Figure 2.6. These
are interleaved so that while the �rst provides direct calculation of a time-centred value of � at
the half time step (n+1=2) for the momentum equations, the second advances this calculation
to the full time step (n+1). Forward-time initiation of the scheme is not required since it is
commenced by the �rst � calculation which is half a time step out of phase with the remaining
u, v, and � calculations|in this way it di�ers from the usual \leap-frog" schemes.

2.5.5 Cartesian co-ordinate horizontal eddy viscosity formulation (ted)

The horizontal eddy viscosity terms for the ted model are described by the expressions

Nx = a�xH and Ny = a�yH; (2.5.2)

which depend on the water depth, the horizontal co-ordinates x and y, and the horizontal grid-
spacing. Computation is in the manner adopted by Greenberg (1983), which was based on an
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Figure 2.6: The dominant momentum calculations of un+1 and vn+1 (centre) fed by half time
level calculations of elevation �n+1=2 (left) and contributing to full time level calculations of
elevation �n+1 (right). Superscripts refer to time levels.

approach used by Schwiderski (1980), viz.

Nx = (a=2)(2�x)(Hi +Hi+1)=2 at ui; (2.5.3)

Nx = (a=2)(2�x)(Hi +Hi2)=2 at vi;

and similar expressions for Ny, where the reduced eddy coe�cient a (s�1) is speci�ed, and
subscripts refer to grid elements in the neighbourhood of the central grid element i (Figure 2.7).
The value a = 0:0055 s�1 has been found suitable for models of South Australian coastal waters
(see Bills, 1991).
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Figure 2.7: Plan view of the ith grid element indicating the relative indexing scheme used for its
eight immediate neighbours. The dashed lines represent grid element boundaries. All quantities
de�ned at the grid-points of a given grid element have the same index.

2.5.6 Spherical co-ordinate horizontal eddy viscosity formulation (tsoc)

The horizontal eddy viscosity terms for the tsoc model are described by the expressions

��T� = a� (R��)H(1 +  cos�)=2; (2.5.4)

��T� = a� (R��)H(1 +  cos�)=2;

with computation analogous to the Cartesian case. Here  is the dimensionless longitudinal
grading parameter.  = 1 for the Great Australian Bight, as used by Noye et al. (1999b).
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2.5.7 Tidal at scheme (ted)

The wetting and drying of grid cells in a tidal model can be viewed as a 2D process. Following
Flather and Heaps (1975), a test is carried out before each velocity calculation to determine
whether the associated velocity grid-point is wet or dry, or about to become so. The test
examines both the total depth and the slope of the sea surface at the corresponding velocity
grid-point. If dry, or about to dry, the velocity components ui;k are set to zero and computations
proceed to the next grid-point; if wet or about to wet, a new velocity value is calculated. For
example, the procedure in the case of the x momentum equation is as follows:
At the commencement of u calculations at a new time level, a test is carried out using values
of H and � at the present time. For small positive parameters Hdry and � if:

(1) Hi > Hdry & Hi+1 > Hdry so that (Hi +Hi+1) =2 > Hdry, or
(2) Hi > Hdry & Hi+1 � Hdry & (Hi +Hi+1) =2 > Hdry & (�i � �i+1) > �, or
(3) Hi � Hdry & Hi+1 > Hdry & (Hi +Hi+1) =2 > Hdry & (�i+1 � �i) > �,

then ui;k is calculated at the new time level in the usual way;

otherwise ui;k = 0; k = 0; 1; : : : ; nk is set (see Figure 2.8).

+ + + +

(a)

jslopej > � Flood Flood jslopej > �

(b)

jslopej < � Ebb Ebb jslopej < �

(c)

u H u H u Hu i+1iii-1 i-1 i+1iiH

Figure 2.8: Testing for wetting and drying events in the ted model. The test is positive in (a)
and (b), so ui;k is calculated in the usual manner; the test is negative in (c), so ui;k = 0 is set.

When total depth reduces to Hdry or less, the associated grid-point is regarded as dry.
Testing by Bills (1991) found that setting

Hdry = 0:1m (2.5.5)

resulted in realistic modelling of tidal at activity. The value of � establishes a minimum
absolute gradient of sea surface. Should the gradient be steeper than �, the local water mass is
considered to be advancing over the corresponding velocity grid-point. The value

� = 0:1m (2.5.6)

was used by Flather and Heaps (1975), Bills and Noye (1992) and Nixon et al. (1998). If the
tide is receding over the velocity grid-point, the corresponding velocity component is set at zero
since the element is in the process of drying.
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The vertical eddy viscosity terms in (2.2.16){(2.2.17) are a potential source of singularity,
Their growth is limited by specifying H to be no smaller than

H0 = 1:0m: (2.5.7)

Similarly, H in (2.2.22) is also constrained.

In (2.2.18) the value of H is checked at the ! grid-point and if it is less than or equal
to Hdry, !

n
i;k = 0 is set for k = 0; 1; : : : ; nk. The value of H in the denominator of both terms

on the right hand side of (2.2.18) is not allowed to decrease below H0 so as to prevent singular
behaviour if H = 0.

No test for depth at elevation grid-points is carried out. Elements at which elevation pre-
dictions produce total depth values below Hdry are assessed as dry when total depth is updated
at the next step of the computational procedure. At elements which dry, total depth H is set
to the value Hdry.

Because the wetting/drying scheme moves the coastal boundary in discrete steps of element
size, grid-scale oscillations are superimposed on the solution �eld. In the very shallow waters
of tidal at models, the advective terms provide a mechanism for propagating grid-scale waves
and hence produce local instability. A \grid-scale �lter" introduced in the di�erencing of these
terms helps suppress these non-physical numerical waves. This �lter, which also occurs in
depth-averaged tidal at models (Flather and Heaps, 1975; Bills and Noye, 1992), is based on
the approximation:

�
u
@u

@x

�
i;k
' ui;k

�
@u

@x

�
i;k
; where ui;k =

1

4
(ui�1;k + 2ui;k + ui+1;k) (2.5.8)

which removes grid-scale oscillations but causes little attenuation of tides.

2.5.8 Computational procedure (ted and tsoc)

In summary, the steps of the computational procedure are:

1. Set model time to time level n = 0, so t = n�t = 0

(a) Input model data and set initial values

2. Update model time to time level (n+1=2), so t = (n+ 1=2)�t

(a) Update open boundary elevations �b to time level (n+1=2)

(b) Calculate elevations �n+1=2 and total depths Hn+1=2

3. Update model time to time level (n+1)

(a) Update pressure �eld pa and hence pressure p to time level (n+1)

(b) Update wind �eld (u10; v10) and hence surface wind-stresses (Sx; Sy) to time level (n+1)

(c) Calculate horizontal depth-dependent velocities un+1 and vn+1

� Calculate horizontal depth-averaged velocities Un+1 and V n+1

(d) Update open boundary elevations �b to time level (n+1)

(e) Calculate elevations �n+1 and total depths Hn+1

(f) Calculate transformed vertical velocities !n+1

� Calculate vertical velocities vn+1z , if required

4. Set n = n+ 1, return to Step 2 and repeat until the simulation is completed
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In the velocity calculations of Step 3(c) the entire un+1 �eld is calculated �rst, subsequently
followed by the vn+1 �eld. The values calculated in the u sweep (un+1) are used to calculate the
values in the v sweep (vn+1). Accumulation of discretisation error is minimised by interchanging
the order of calculation of the depth-dependent velocity �elds at each time step. At times where
output is required, the relevant velocity values are linearly interpolated to the nearest elevation
gridpoint at step 3(f). The output for all quantities is thus available at each elevation gridpoint,
making data handling signi�cantly easier.

2.5.9 Grid element classi�cation scheme (ted and tsoc)

Grid elements are classi�ed into three types de�ned according to the nature of their � grid-point
and without regard to neighbouring elements:

Type 0: where this point coincides with land;

Type 1: where this point coincides with water inside the model boundaries;

Type 2: where this point coincides with water on a model open boundary;

Type 4: where this point coincides with water outside the model boundaries.

The last classi�cation is used as an aid in visualising the region of interest and is not used in
computations. Computations are only attempted at the �, u, and v grid-points of all Type 1

grid elements and at u or v grid-points of Type 2 grid elements if they lie inside|not on|the
model open boundary(s). All Type 1 and such Type 2 elements are thus called computational
elements.

For the tsoc model, further speci�cation of the oblique piecewise linear coastal boundary is
required. This is described by Matthews (1995).

2.6 Model Calibration (ted and tsoc)

Values assigned to many physical constants and numerical parameters are required by the pro-
gram to complete a simulation of sea motions in a given region. Certain physical \constants"
vary from region to region and their approximation introduces some error. The process by
which the values of certain parameters are chosen, using available �eld measurements, is termed
calibration. This is achieved by minimising error measures obtained by comparing model pre-
dictions with �eld observations recorded in the region of interest, preferably during the time
interval of interest.

In this section, concepts of tidal analysis are discussed, error measures used are presented,
and their application described. The parameters to be speci�ed are discussed, and possible
strategies for their determination are considered.

2.6.1 Tidal analysis methods

If the gravitational e�ects of the sun and the moon are considered, it can be shown that tidal
oscillations will be produced at speci�c frequencies !k. If !k is measured in radians per hour,
then the most important forces have periods of 2�=!k hours corresponding to (approximately)
daily (diurnal) or half-daily (semi-diurnal) intervals. The contribution of each frequency corre-
sponds to a tidal constituent, and the e�ect of the sum of the constituents can be seen in the
movement of the ocean waters. Note that it is conventional to describe speeds (denoted �k)
measured in this way in degrees per hour, where

�k =
180!k
�

: (2.6.1)

Several methods of analysis have been developed to interpret long time series of tidal eleva-
tions. The non-harmonic method, where the high and low water times and heights are related
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to astronomical observations, is not useful for the formulation of high precision boundary con-
ditions (as required for numerical models). The harmonic method considers the tide as a sum
of the harmonic constituents that have frequencies corresponding to those of the observed tidal
constituents. Because of this, the sea elevation �(t) at any time t (generally hours in tidal
analysis) can be represented as the sum of these (K say) tidal constituents in the following way:

�(t) =
KX
k=1

fkak cos[!kt+ V0;k + �k � k] + ns(t); (2.6.2)

The symbols used have been described in Section 2.3, and additionally, ns(t) represents noise,
due mostly to meteorological variations of an apparently random nature. Note that the ampli-
tude ak and phase lag k for a given constituent vary according to location.

A third method of analysis is the response method. The ocean is considered to be a frequency-
dependent system and an attempt is made to calculate the response function of the ocean due
to forcing inputs such as gravity and meteorological e�ects. This method is not utilised in the
analysis contained here.

Considering the harmonic method of Pugh (1987), a �t of the tidal function is used,

T (t) = Z0 +
KX
k=1

fkak cos[�kt+ V0;k + �k � k] + ns(t); (2.6.3)

where the unknowns are Z0 the mean sea level (MSL), and fak; kgK1 an unknown set of tidal
constants. O(t) is denoted as the observed tidal levels, and T (t) as the computed tidal levels,
at time t hours. Therefore the di�erence between observed and computed (or predicted) tidal
levels is

S(t) = O(t)� T (t): (2.6.4)

The �tting is adjusted to minimise
P

t S
2(t) (where the sum is over all observed values). This

is known as a least-squares �tting procedure. It involves matrix manipulation of a system of
form MX = Y , where X is an unknown vector, M is a coe�cient matrix and Y is a vector
whose values are determined from available observations.

A meaningful analysis is only obtained if su�cient data are available to resolve the chosen
analysed constituents. Longer periods of data are required to separate constituents of similar
frequency (known as related constituents). Thus, in general, the longer the period of data to
be included in the analysis, the greater the number of constituents that may be determined.

The minimum length of data necessary to separate a pair of constituents is known as their
synodic period. If the criterion of Rayleigh is used, required constituents are only those which
are separated by at least a complete period from their neighbouring constituent(s) over the
length of data available. So, to determine both M2 and S2 requires

360

30:0 � 28:98
hours � 14:77 days: (2.6.5)

Similarly, separation of S2 and K2 requires 182.6 days, a much larger synodic period, showing
that six months of data is required to resolve these constituents.

Pugh (1987) suggests that this could be an unnecessarily restrictive criterion in the situation
where noise is low. Using the Rayleigh criterion it can be seen that for 29 days of data, the
smallest resolvable frequency di�erence is �� = 360�=696 hours = 0:52� per hour. Table 2.1
shows that this is satis�ed for the constituents used in each of the models considered in this
thesis.

2.6.2 Error measures for simulation comparisons

For the comparison of recorded and modelled elevations, two simple error measures are used: the
absolute di�erence between observed (obs) and model predicted (pre) amplitude, a (m) or phase,
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Upper bounds on time to resolve.

Pair Speed di�erence (�) Synodic period

M2 vs. S2 j�M2
� �S2 j = 1.02 354 h = 14.7 d

O1 vs. K1 j�O1
� �K1

j = 1.01 328 h = 13.7 d

Table 2.1: Synodic periods for important pairs of harmonics of the same species (diurnal or
semi-diurnal) which are present in Gulf St. Vincent. The single ter-diurnal constituent (M3) is
not included as it is easily resolved from those shown here.

 (�) for a particular tidal constituent (c). Both are averaged over the number of calibration
stations in the model. A calibration station is a tidal observation station located within the
model region or along or close to its coastline. These error measures are

adifc =
1

S

SX
s=1

jaobsc;s � aprec;s j and difc =
1

S

SX
s=1

jobsc;s � prec;s j: (2.6.6)

The symbols used in these equations have the following meaning:

adifc : average absolute di�erence between observed and predicted values of amplitude (m) for
tidal constituent c over all calibration stations;

difc : average absolute di�erence mod f360�g between observed and predicted values of phase (�)
for tidal constituent c over all stations;

s: calibration station index;

S: number of calibration stations whose map-to-model location error is less than the hori-
zontal grid element dimension (2�x or 2�y).

The overall average absolute amplitude error adif (m) and phase error dif (�), respectively, for
a group of C constituents c are

adif =
1

C

CX
c=1

ac and dif =
1

C

CX
c=1

c: (2.6.7)

Consider the combined average absolute complex di�erence between observed and predicted
results given by

" =
1

CS

CX
c=1

SX
s=1

����hadife{difiobsc;s
�
h
adife{

dif
ipre
c;s

���� ; (2.6.8)

where the additional symbols used have the following meaning:

": average absolute complex di�erence (m) between observed and predicted results over all
calibration stations and all constituents of interest;

e: the base of the natural logarithm;

{:
p�1.

Error measure " e�ectively takes the lengths of the di�erences between the complex vectors
given by the observed and predicted results and averages them at each station and for each
constituent. It can be expressed as

" =
1

CS

CX
c=1

SX
s=1

r�
aobsc;s

�2 � 2aobsc;s a
pre
c;s cos(obsc;s � prec;s ) + (aprec;s )

2
: (2.6.9)

Note that although di�erent sets of observed and predicted results may give rise to the same
value for error measure " (at which time other criteria such as stability may inuence the �nal
parameter choice), overall it proves to be a very useful error measure (Bills, 1991).
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2.7 Grid Speci�cation (ted and tsoc)

The speci�cation of the spatial and temporal grids for a certain region depends upon a number
of factors. These include the size and shape of the region, as well as information required
for construction of the model. Resources such as available time and computing power have a
signi�cant inuence on all grid quantities.

2.7.1 Specifying the horizontal grid

It is generally the case that reducing the grid element size leads to greater accuracy in numerical
predictions. However, limits are imposed on horizontal grid element size by computer memory
capacity, the central processor unit (CPU) and wall-clock time allocated for running the required
simulations. Thus the values chosen for �x and �y (or �� and ��) are usually determined
by a trade-o� between the potentially greater accuracy of using small grid-spacings and the
economy of using large ones, subject to satisfying numerical stability conditions.

2.7.2 Specifying the vertical grid

For uniformly distributed depth-intervals, the accuracy of the solution increases as the number
of levels is increased (Bills, 1991). Beyond a certain number of intervals, however, improvement
is almost negligible while the computational costs continue to rise.

If the region of interest is not deep (such as in the case of a continental shelf edge) and its
sea bed topography is relatively smooth on the scale chosen for the horizontal grid-spacings,
the number of depth-intervals required to accurately determine the vertical current structure
need not be large. In addition, a suitable spacing of the available depth-levels can improve the
accuracy of predictions (Bills, 1991).

Ten depth-intervals based on the second-order relationship (2.5.1) have been used in most
applications of this model, including those presented in this thesis. The inuence of the param-
eter � on the relative depths �k and the depth-intervals ��k for a ten interval vertical grid is
illustrated in Figure 2.9. It was found that

� = 5 (2.7.1)
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Figure 2.9: The vertical grids generated using (2.5.1) with 11 depth-levels and di�erent values
of �. The relative depth-level positions are indicated by crosses.
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was suitable when modelling South Australian coastal waters (see Bills, 1991; Matthews, 1995;
Nixon, 1996; Grzechnik and Noye, 1999). This value will be used for the remainder of this
thesis.

2.7.3 Determining the optimal time step

The time step used in the numerical scheme is determined by computational resources (machine
speed and accuracy, and CPU and wall-clock time allocations, etc.), �eld observations (extent
and completeness of surface wind input data, resolution and accuracy of bathymetric data, and
hence horizontal grid element dimensions �x and �y, or �� and ��) and numerical stability
constraints. Stability is qualitatively determined by test simulations and can be approximated
using the maximum Courant number given in the Cartesian case by

cmax =

p
2ghmax�t

minf2�x; 2�yg ; where hmax = maxfMSL(I)n g: (2.7.2)

The equivalent spherical expression is

cmax =

p
2ghmax�t

minf2��; 2��g ; where hmax = maxfMSL(I)n g: (2.7.3)

Symbols used in this equation have the following meaning:

minfp; qg: minimum of quantities p and q;

maxfqng: maximum of quantity q over all computational elements n;

MSL
(I)
n : MSL depth (m) of the (�nal) Ith MSL(i) iterate at the computational element n.

The standard Courant{Friedrichs{Lewy (CFL) condition

cmax � 1 (2.7.4)

can be used in conjunction with (2.7.3) to derive a relation for the approximate maximum stable
time step �tmax for the model application.

2.8 Summary

The mathematical and computational basis for two tide and/or storm surge models has been
described in this chapter. The choice of model used depends upon the region being investigated
and future plans for the model's application.

For smaller, local regions, the ted model is usually chosen, as the curvature of the earth is
not signi�cant when small regions are considered, so Cartesian co-ordinates may be used. In
addition, the e�ect of tidal ats in a small scale model is likely to be signi�cant, and use of the
ted model allows the simulation of such drying events. The particle tracking model (described
in Chapter 6) was constructed for exclusive use with the ted model.

For larger regions, where the earth's curvature is important, the tsoc model should be ap-
plied. Spherical polar co-ordinates and the oblique boundary formation contribute to accuracy,
and in larger scale models the simulation of the e�ect of tidal at wetting and drying is less
relevant.

Applications of both ted and tsoc follow in the construction of tidal models initially con-
sidered for three separate regions in Southern Australia. The simulation of storm surges and
wind events within these areas will also be discussed, and the output from the ted based surge
models will be applied to the particle tracking routine described in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 3

Three Dimensional Modelling of

Tides in Gulf St. Vincent, South

Australia

3.1 Introduction

The location of Gulf St. Vincent (GSV), South Australia, is illustrated in Figure 3.1. It
is a body of water that extends approximately 170 km from 34�S to 35�300S latitude, with
typical width of 50{60 km in the southern parts. Exchange of water with the Southern Ocean
is limited by the location of Kangaroo Island in the south, which acts as a barrier to the ow
of water directly into the Gulf, splitting this ow between two channels. To the south-west
lies Investigator Strait, which acts as an inlet/outlet for water travelling around the Great
Australian Bight into Gulf St. Vincent. To the south-east of the Gulf is Backstairs Passage.
This is a deep, narrow (a maximum 15 km across) channel whereby the waters of the Gulf also
enter and exit. Current velocities in these channels are usually of much greater magnitude
than those in the middle part of the Gulf. The depth of water in Gulf St. Vincent and its two
connections rarely exceeds 40m.

Adelaide, the capital city of South Australia, lies on the eastern side of Gulf St. Vincent.
The city has a population exceeding one million, and so the local seas are subject to industrial
and other forms of pollution, such as e�uent and storm water discharges. These may pose a
threat to sea grasses in the region (Petrusevics, 1982).

The biological signi�cance of the Gulf should not be underestimated. Extensive sea grass
cultures and a colony of mangroves (Avicennia marina) just north of Adelaide are vital in
attracting �sh to the region. Some species exploited by a moderate-sized local �shing industry
(as well as recreational anglers) include the western king prawn (see Chapter 7), snapper, King
George whiting, gar�sh and crabs (Lewis, 1982). Nursery sites are located along the various
coasts of the Gulf.

In this chapter, the three-dimensional modelling of tides and storm surges in Gulf St. Vincent
(GSV) using the ted model will be investigated. This model will be further applied to the
movement and dispersal of prawn larvae in Chapter 7. Previous depth-averaged and three-
dimensional models of this region have been presented by Grzechnik and Noye (1996) and Noye
and Grzechnik (1996, 1998).

3.2 Tidal Observations in Gulf St. Vincent

The �rst tidal observations in Gulf St. Vincent were made by Matthew Flinders (Flinders,
1814). Since the mid-nineteenth century, tide height data from stilling wells has been collected
at various ports by the South Australian Department of Marine and Harbours. More recently,
data has been collected and analysed by the National Tidal Facility (NTF) and is shown in
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Figure 3.1: The location of Gulf St. Vincent, South Australia. Investigator Strait is the opening
to the north of Kangaroo Island and Backstairs passage is the narrow opening to the Island's
east.

Table 3.1 (AH, 1995; Van Senden, 1980; Davill, 1996) for 15 stations in the region, the positions
of which are illustrated in Figure 3.2.

These observations and other work enable the drawing up of charts that show the tidal am-
plitude and phase of each constituent throughout the Gulf. These indicate the progression of the
tide from the Southern Ocean into Gulf St. Vincent via Investigator Strait and Backstairs Pas-
sage. These are known as co-phase (lines of constant phase) and co-amplitude (lines of constant
amplitude) charts. Such charts have been produced by Easton (1970) and Bye (1976). More
recent data of this type can be found in Bowers and Lennon (1989). Further charts, produced
using depth-averaged models of the Gulf, have been presented by Evans (1993) and Grzechnik
and Noye (1996). These charts and comparison of data at each station reveal an interesting
feature of the Gulf. This involves the relative amplitudes of the M2 and S2 constituents, which
change their respective strengths as they progress up into the Gulf, resulting in a \crossover"
point where the amplitudes coincide. The relationship between these semi-diurnal constituents
can be seen in Figure 3.3. On the western side of the Gulf, the values of the M2 and S2 ampli-
tudes are equal halfway between Giles Point (GP) and Ardrossan (A). On the eastern coast, the
M2 and S2 constituents have nearly equal amplitudes in the regions between Outer Harbor (OH)
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Figure 3.2: The location of tidal stations used in the Gulf St. Vincent model, South Australia.
The stations on the open boundaries are used to drive the model, with other stations marked
used for tide height veri�cation.
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Tidal Tidal Constituent
Observation O1 K1 M2 S2
Station amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph.

Stenhouse Bay 0.142 10.6 0.196 36.9 0.177 38.2 0.1568 95.1

Marion Bay 0.139 8.6 0.190 43.3 0.186 40.0 0.167 99.6

Port Moorowie 0.157 12.0 0.220 37.5 0.282 72.1 0.250 139.8

Edithburgh 0.162 15.0 0.257 45.0 0.416 91.0 0.409 160.0

Giles Point 0.165 15.1 0.242 42.8 0.423 92.5 0.415 161.0

Ardrossan 0.183 19.0 0.266 47.0 0.624 105.0 0.634 174.0

Black Pole 0.185 21.5 0.335 42.0 0.570 108.4 0.628 179.5

Long Spit Beacon 0.173 19.4 0.317 42.2 0.514 104.0 0.559 175.2

Orontes Beacon 0.167 16.9 0.299 40.7 0.465 97.8 0.498 169.1

Outer Fairway 0.173 16.5 0.235 52.3 0.486 105.1 0.497 173.1

Outer Harbor 0.170 21.8 0.254 49.2 0.507 106.2 0.511 175.8

Brighton 0.163 20.0 0.244 49.0 0.441 104.0 0.433 174.0

Port Stanvac 0.166 21.0 0.246 48.1 0.430 103.7 0.419 172.0

Port Noarlunga 0.167 21.0 0.230 49.7 0.398 101.6 0.396 168.3

Second Valley 0.150 19.3 0.245 48.7 0.296 103.1 0.301 175.4

Cape Jervis 0.138 15.4 0.205 43.0 0.202 93.5 0.177 163.0

Penneshaw 0.155 10.1 0.226 36.5 0.223 75.1 0.185 143.9

Emu Bay 0.158 16.4 0.224 43.7 0.234 85.6 0.194 154.9

Western River 0.138 12.2 0.193 40.2 0.114 40.4 0.191 87.1

Table 3.1: Observed amplitude (m) and phase (� CST) of tide height constants of the four
major tidal constituents for the tide height recording stations sited in Gulf St. Vincent.

and Second Valley (SV). The actual point where amplitudes are equal appears to be between
Outer Harbor (OH) and Brighton (B). Noye and Grzechnik (1998) used an internally forced
depth-averaged tidal model of Gulf St. Vincent to reproduce this observed crossover of M2 and
S2 constituent amplitudes. The three dimensional model presented here will be compared.

Part of the importance of this crossover is highlighted by the similarity (and in some places
equality) of the amplitudes of the two major semi-diurnal constituents. These have an additional
periodic e�ect. Since the S2 tide has period of exactly 12 hours, and M2 has period of 12 hours
25 minutes, then every 14.77 days the two tides are in opposition. At this time neap tides are
produced, and in this case the semi-diurnal component of the tide is virtually absent. Because
of this, the waters of the Gulf are relatively stationary for a day or two each fortnight, and
in some seasons may become strati�ed during this time if weather is calm (Lennon, 1982). At
equinoxes, the diurnal component of tide vanishes also, causing the water level to become almost
constant for several days. This \skipping" of the high or low tide is a remarkable feature, and
was named by Flinders as the dodge tide.

3.3 The Model Set-Up and Run

The ted model has been chosen for simulations conducted within this region. This is due to:

� The small latitudinal extent of the region (making the use of Cartesian co-ordinates viable
as the Earth's curvature has negligible e�ects),
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Figure 3.3: The amplitudes of M2 and S2 obtained from tide records in Gulf St. Vincent. Note
that the �rst recording station is Marion Bay (MB), the last is Emu Bay (EB).

� The existence of tidal at regions to the north and west of the Gulf (which cannot be
simulated with the tsoc model),

� The use of the particle tracking method, described in Chapter 6, is desired in later appli-
cations of the GSV model. This is presently only possible with the use of the ted model
of tides and storm surges.

The bathymetry of the GSV model was established by visual examination of the Royal
Australian Navy Hydrographic O�ce charts Aus 780-781 (1968). Soundings are in fathoms
(and feet) below ISLW. No depths were provided between High and Low water, so depths were
assigned after visual inspection. These were converted to metres, and then the combined values
of the amplitudes of O1, K1, M2 and S2, estimated around the Gulf was added to obtain the
mean sea level (MSL) �eld. The model bathymetry was smoothed to reduce the incidence of
steep drops in the sea oor. The chart used a Mercator projection, with scale 1:150000 at
latitude 34�250.

The chart was divided into 1 cm squares, and the region was discretised as described in
Section 2.5.9. The resulting bathymetry was smoothed and is shown in Figure 3.4. This
corresponded to gridspacing of

2�x = 2�y = 1500m; (3.3.1)

which, when coupled with the CFL condition, Inequality (2.7.4), gives the expression

�t � 49:9 s: (3.3.2)

After some numerical testing, the time step was chosen at

�t = 45 s (3.3.3)

with no detrimental e�ect on the quality and accuracy of results.
The grid has 125 rows (vertical) and 104 columns (horizontal). Of the 13000 grid elements,

5254 are within the model and \wet" (Type 1), and there are 39 open boundary (Type 2)
elements.

The model incorporates tidal at wetting and drying at some coastal regions in the upper
Gulf area, and in the area to the east of Edithburgh, known as Troubridge Shoals. This is an
area of particularly complicated ows.

In the three-dimensional model, 10 depth intervals were speci�ed. Atmospheric pressure
was set to a constant one atmosphere (101325 Pa). For tidal modelling, wind velocity has been
set to zero.
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Figure 3.4: The bathymetry (m below MSL) and boundaries of the Gulf St. Vincent model,
South Australia. Closed boundaries are shown as solid lines, with open sea boundaries repre-
sented by dashed lines.
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The running of the model takes approximately 4.5 hours on a Sun Ultra 2, for the production
of 30 days of data.

3.4 Open Boundary Formulation

One of the most important controls over the model is through the input at the open sea bound-
aries (assigned as type 2 elements, see Section 2.5.9). There are two open boundaries involved
in this model, one at the opening of Investigator Strait consisting of 30 grid elements (see Fig-
ure 3.5), the other at Backstairs passage with 9 grid elements (see Figure 3.6). The forcing
input is speci�ed in the form of an amplitude (m) and phase (� GMT) for each constituent at
each point along the open boundary (see Tables 3.2 and 3.3). Constituents used in the GSV
model are the four major tidal components, O1, K1, M2 and S2.
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Figure 3.5: The GSV Investigator Strait open boundary element numbering scheme.

For the entrance to Investigator Strait (Table 3.2), recorded (and analysed) data obtained
at Stenhouse Bay (Reference point 1) and Western River (Ref. 30) was implemented at the
respective coastal elements (see Figure 3.5). A linear interpolation was then carried out for
each constituent component across the channel to obtain the required forcing at all elements
on the boundary.

Tidal data obtained from the stations at Cape Jervis (Ref. 1) and Penneshaw (Ref. 9) was
applied to the Backstairs Passage opening (Table 3.3). An interpolation (as above) was applied
in the same way as on the other boundary. This boundary is not exactly a straight line, but
the linear approximation may be tolerated given the sparseness of usable data available for the
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Figure 3.6: The GSV Backstairs Passage open boundary element numbering scheme.

boundary forcing (Figure 3.6). Points 7 and 8 are arranged as shown due to the referencing
scheme used by the ted model, namely from the top left corner move from left to right and top
to bottom. Note also that each open boundary has been treated separately, so reference points
should be applied only to the relevant boundary.

3.5 Optimising Model Parameters

The model has a number of parameters to be optimised. In order to use the analysed tidal height
data shown in Table 3.1, the model was run for 30 days, with the �rst day of data discarded to
remove transients from the model domain. A harmonic analysis was then conducted upon the
696 remaining hourly tide height data points at each of the stations indicated, and these are
compared with observations in the method described in Chapter 2.

The background eddy viscosity was set at molecular viscosity,

� = 0:0000014m2s�1; (3.5.4)

and variation of the parameter � obtained by minimisation of errors in tidal elevation gave

� = 0:0065: (3.5.5)

The average complex error (described in Section 2.6.2) obtained for the tide constants for each
constituent over the 15 recording stations was 0:0301m, which included relatively high mean
absolute errors in the amplitudes of M2, namely 0:0595m, compared to the mean error value of
0:0203m for the S2 amplitude. A summary of the error measures obtained is shown in Table 3.4.
The relatively poor prediction of the M2 amplitude is reected in the simulation of the crossover
between the semi-diurnal constituents in the Gulf (see Figure 3.7). It is obvious that the
prediction gives M2 a greater value than S2 throughout the Gulf, with no discernible crossover.
If this feature is to be incorporated, further re�nement of the model must be undertaken.

3.6 Open Boundary Adjustments

In order to incorporate the semi-diurnal amplitude crossover, di�erent methods of adjusting the
open boundary data have been considered.
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Bdy O1 K1 M2 S2
Ref. amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph.

1 0.1418 238.10 0.1961 253.97 0.1771 122.84 0.1568 170.08
2 0.1417 238.16 0.1960 254.09 0.1749 122.92 0.1545 169.80
3 0.1415 238.21 0.1959 254.20 0.1727 122.99 0.1523 169.53
4 0.1414 238.27 0.1957 254.31 0.1706 123.07 0.1500 169.25
5 0.1413 238.33 0.1956 254.43 0.1684 123.14 0.1478 168.98
6 0.1412 238.39 0.1955 254.54 0.1662 123.22 0.1455 168.70
7 0.1410 238.44 0.1954 254.65 0.1640 123.30 0.1433 168.42
8 0.1409 238.50 0.1953 254.77 0.1619 123.37 0.1410 168.15
9 0.1408 238.56 0.1952 254.88 0.1597 123.45 0.1388 167.87
10 0.1407 238.62 0.1950 254.99 0.1575 123.53 0.1365 167.60
11 0.1405 238.67 0.1949 255.11 0.1553 123.60 0.1342 167.32
12 0.1404 238.73 0.1948 255.22 0.1532 123.68 0.1320 167.05
13 0.1403 238.79 0.1947 255.33 0.1510 123.75 0.1297 166.77
14 0.1401 238.85 0.1946 255.45 0.1488 123.83 0.1275 166.50
15 0.1400 238.90 0.1945 255.56 0.1466 123.91 0.1252 166.22
16 0.1399 238.96 0.1943 255.67 0.1445 123.98 0.1230 165.94
17 0.1398 239.02 0.1942 255.79 0.1423 124.06 0.1207 165.67
18 0.1396 239.08 0.1941 255.90 0.1401 124.14 0.1185 165.39
19 0.1395 239.13 0.1940 256.01 0.1379 124.21 0.1162 165.12
20 0.1394 239.19 0.1939 256.13 0.1358 124.29 0.1140 164.84
21 0.1392 239.25 0.1938 256.24 0.1336 124.36 0.1117 164.57
22 0.1391 239.31 0.1936 256.35 0.1314 124.44 0.1094 164.29
23 0.1390 239.37 0.1935 256.47 0.1292 124.52 0.1072 164.01
24 0.1389 239.42 0.1934 256.58 0.1271 124.59 0.1049 163.74
25 0.1387 239.48 0.1933 256.69 0.1249 124.67 0.1027 163.46
26 0.1386 239.54 0.1932 256.81 0.1227 124.74 0.1004 163.19
27 0.1385 239.60 0.1931 256.92 0.1205 124.82 0.0982 162.91
28 0.1384 239.65 0.1929 257.03 0.1184 124.90 0.0959 162.64
29 0.1382 239.71 0.1928 257.15 0.1162 124.97 0.0937 162.36
30 0.1381 239.77 0.1927 257.26 0.1140 125.05 0.0914 162.08

Table 3.2: The 30 boundary points extending from Stenhouse Bay (point 1) to Western River
(point 30). These constitute the initial boundary forcing through Investigator Strait to drive
the GSV model. Amplitudes are in metres, phases in degrees (GMT).

Bdy O1 K1 M2 S2
Ref. amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph.

1 0.1383 242.93 0.2049 260.11 0.2021 178.16 0.1771 238.04
2 0.1404 242.27 0.2076 259.29 0.2047 175.85 0.1781 235.65
3 0.1425 241.60 0.2102 258.48 0.2072 173.54 0.1790 233.26
4 0.1446 240.94 0.2129 257.66 0.2098 171.24 0.1800 230.87
5 0.1468 240.28 0.2156 256.84 0.2123 168.93 0.1810 228.48
6 0.1489 239.62 0.2183 256.02 0.2149 166.63 0.1820 226.09
7 0.1531 238.30 0.2236 254.38 0.2200 162.01 0.1839 221.31
8 0.1510 238.96 0.2210 255.20 0.2175 164.32 0.1830 223.70
9 0.1552 237.64 0.2263 253.57 0.2226 159.71 0.1849 218.92

Table 3.3: The 9 boundary points extending from Cape Jervis (point 1) to Penneshaw (point
9). These constitute the initial boundary forcing through Backstairs Passage to drive the GSV
model. Amplitudes are in metres, phases in degrees (GMT).
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Tidal Tidal Constituent
Observation O1 K1 M2 S2
Station amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph.

Marion Bay Pred.: 0.142 10.6 0.197 36.9 0.187 41.0 0.163 98.6
Obs.: 0.139 8.6 0.190 43.3 0.186 40.0 0.167 99.6

Port Moorowie Pred.: 0.158 12.3 0.219 39.0 0.303 73.7 0.264 140.3
Obs.: 0.157 12.0 0.220 37.5 0.282 72.1 0.250 139.8

Edithburgh Pred.: 0.171 14.9 0.239 42.2 0.447 92.2 0.407 161.7
Obs.: 0.162 15.0 0.257 45.0 0.416 91.0 0.409 160.0

Giles Point Pred.: 0.173 15.4 0.241 42.6 0.468 93.4 0.429 163.1
Obs.: 0.165 15.1 0.242 42.8 0.423 92.5 0.415 161.0

Ardrossan Pred.: 0.191 19.1 0.264 47.1 0.685 105.1 0.649 175.6
Obs.: 0.183 19.0 0.266 47.0 0.624 105.0 0.634 174.0

Black Pole Pred.: 0.191 20.7 0.265 48.8 0.697 108.6 0.661 179.2
Obs.: 0.185 21.5 0.335 42.0 0.570 108.4 0.628 179.5

Long Spit Beacon Pred.: 0.186 19.7 0.259 47.6 0.636 105.6 0.600 176.1
Obs.: 0.174 19.4 0.317 42.2 0.513 104.0 0.559 175.2

Orontes Beacon Pred.: 0.181 17.7 0.254 45.1 0.577 100.4 0.539 170.6
Obs.: 0.167 16.9 0.299 40.7 0.465 97.8 0.498 169.1

Outer Fairway Pred.: 0.180 20.7 0.251 48.3 0.558 106.7 0.520 177.2
Obs.: 0.173 16.5 0.235 52.3 0.486 105.1 0.496 173.1

Outer Harbor Pred.: 0.181 21.0 0.252 48.7 0.562 107.6 0.524 178.0
Obs.: 0.170 21.8 0.254 49.2 0.507 106.2 0.511 175.8

Brighton Pred.: 0.175 21.0 0.245 48.5 0.494 106.6 0.455 177.0
Obs.: 0.163 20.0 0.244 49.0 0.441 104.0 0.433 174.0

Port Stanvac Pred.: 0.174 20.9 0.243 48.4 0.476 106.3 0.438 176.8
Obs.: 0.166 21.0 0.246 48.1 0.430 103.7 0.419 172.0

Port Noarlunga Pred.: 0.173 20.9 0.241 48.4 0.465 106.4 0.427 176.7
Obs.: 0.167 21.0 0.230 49.7 0.398 101.6 0.396 168.3

Second Valley Pred.: 0.163 21.4 0.229 48.6 0.362 107.4 0.325 177.8
Obs.: 0.150 19.3 0.245 48.7 0.296 103.1 0.301 175.4

Emu Bay Pred.: 0.156 16.7 0.221 44.3 0.245 87.0 0.203 155.4
Obs.: 0.157 16.4 0.224 43.7 0.234 85.6 0.194 154.9

Ave. absolute di�erences: 0.008 0.88 0.017 2.33 0.060 1.84 0.020 2.33

Ave. complex di�erences: 0.0089 0.0207 0.0618 0.0292

Table 3.4: Observed (Obs.) and predicted (Pred.) amplitude (m) and phase (� CST) of tide
height constants of the four major tidal constituents for the tide height recording stations sited
in Gulf St. Vincent for the 3D GSV model with initial forcing. Average absolute complex
di�erence is 0.03014 m
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Figure 3.7: The amplitudes of M2 and S2 obtained from predictions by the three-dimensional
model using the initial boundary forcing in Gulf St. Vincent. Note that the �rst recording
station is Marion Bay (MB), the last is Emu Bay (EB).

3.6.1 Use of the three-dimensional model (adjustment 1)

Improvement of the open boundary forcing was attempted by adjusting the amplitudes and
phases along the Investigator Strait open boundary by removing the error obtained at Marion
Bay. Similarly the error from Second Valley was removed from the Backstairs Passage open
boundary for each constituent amplitude and phase. After running the model and analysing
the hourly tide heights at the relevant tidal stations, the average complex error obtained from
15 stations was reduced to 0:0250m. The error of M2 amplitude (0:0379m) and S2 amplitude
(0:0080m) were both reduced, but in general phases were not as accurately predicted. Plots
of the simulation of the crossover, shown in Figure 3.8, indicate that the full interaction of the
semi-diurnal constituents has not been captured.
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Figure 3.8: The amplitudes of M2 and S2 obtained from predictions by the three-dimensional
model using the boundary forcing adjusted according to the results of the three-dimensional
model in Gulf St. Vincent (adjustment 1). Note that the �rst recording station is Marion Bay
(MB), the last is Emu Bay (EB).
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3.6.2 Use of the depth-averaged model (adjustment 2)

The second method attempted involved the use of the internally forced depth-averaged tidal
model described by Noye and Grzechnik (1998), which will be described briey here.

The depth-averaged equations that describe barotropic tidal motion in Cartesian co-ordinates
are as follows:
the mass conservation equation
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the momentum conservation equations
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The symbols used have meaning as described in Section 2.2.1, with the exception of Cb, which
is the (dimensionless) coe�cient of quadratic bottom friction. It usually has values within the
range 0.0015{0.0025 in Southern Australia.

The equations are manipulated into forms that make approximate solutions relatively easy
to obtain using �nite-di�erence methods. The spatial di�erencing is carried out on the staggered
Arakawa C grid, as described in Chapter 2. The grid is also staggered in time, with the tide
heights being computed at times half way between those at which the depth-averaged velocity
components are determined. A height speci�ed open boundary condition was applied in the
use of the depth-averaged tidal model. For more detail on the �nite-di�erence method and the
depth-averaged model in general, see Bills (1991) and Nixon (1996).

The four tidal constituents used were identical to those for the three-dimensional model,
namely O1, K1, M2 and S2. The minimum average error value of " = 0:021m over 15 stations
was obtained with

Cb = 0:0023 and a = 0:0055 s�1: (3.6.4)

After analysis, it was predicted that M2 amplitude was always larger than S2 throughout the
entire Gulf. This was reected in the relative errors for each constituent. The S2 amplitude was
modelled well (average error = 0.0088m), but the M2 amplitude was not predicted as accurately
(average error = 0.0367m).

It was decided that the best way to improve results for the upper Gulf without adversely
a�ecting the southern stations, was to include the e�ect of some tides recorded in the north.
The original model was driven by the tide height on open boundaries near Cape Jervis and
Stenhouse Bay. Further input of tide heights was tested, using tidal constants obtained from a
number of observation stations in the upper Gulf, with those from Black Pole (BP) and Long
Spit Beacon (LSB) �nally chosen. Trials using di�erent internal forcing locations showed that
stations within the Gulf had a greater inuence on the model results than stations near the
coast. This was able to be incorporated into the model of tides due to the nature of the height
speci�ed open boundary condition used. Due to changes in sea level, this method cannot be
applied if wind forcing is used.

The e�ect of this internal forcing on the error measure is signi�cant, as shown in Table 3.5.
The simulation of the semi-diurnal amplitudes, in particular that of M2, has been improved, and
the simulation of the crossover compares much more favourably (Figure 3.9) to that observed.

In order to de�ne new forcing for the three-dimensional tidal model, the depth-averaged
model errors at Marion Bay, near the Investigator Strait open boundary, and Second Valley,
near the Backstairs Passage open boundary, have again been considered. These errors have
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Tidal Tidal Constituent
Observation O1 K1 M2 S2
Station amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph.

Marion Bay Pred.: 0.142 10.6 0.198 37.0 0.185 40.8 0.162 98.3
Obs.: 0.139 8.6 0.190 43.3 0.186 40.0 0.167 99.6

Port Moorowie Pred.: 0.157 12.3 0.220 38.0 0.283 71.8 0.257 138.6
Obs.: 0.157 12.0 0.220 37.5 0.282 72.1 0.250 139.8

Edithburgh Pred.: 0.171 14.9 0.249 39.6 0.406 90.7 0.400 160.6
Obs.: 0.162 15.0 0.257 45.0 0.416 91.0 0.409 160.0

Giles Point Pred.: 0.172 15.3 0.251 39.6 0.418 91.4 0.415 161.3
Obs.: 0.165 15.1 0.242 42.8 0.423 92.5 0.415 161.0

Ardrossan Pred.: 0.184 19.8 0.303 39.7 0.569 104.4 0.617 174.6
Obs.: 0.183 19.0 0.266 47.0 0.624 105.0 0.634 174.0

Black Pole* Pred.: { { { { { { { {
Obs.: 0.1848 21.5 0.3353 48.8 0.5704 108.4 0.6285 179.5

Long Spit Beacon* Pred.: { { { { { { { {
Obs.: 0.1735 19.4 0.3169 42.2 0.5135 104.0 0.5587 175.2

Orontes Beacon Pred.: 0.178 18.0 0.274 40.1 0.495 98.6 0.513 169.0
Obs.: 0.167 16.9 0.299 40.7 0.465 97.8 0.498 169.1

Outer Fairway Pred.: 0.174 20.4 0.282 45.2 0.477 103.7 0.492 175.1
Obs.: 0.173 16.5 0.235 52.3 0.486 105.1 0.496 173.1

Outer Harbor Pred.: 0.174 20.5 0.284 45.7 0.479 104.4 0.495 176.0
Obs.: 0.170 21.8 0.254 49.2 0.507 106.2 0.511 175.8

Brighton Pred.: 0.170 20.2 0.269 46.3 0.430 103.1 0.432 174.7
Obs.: 0.163 20.0 0.244 49.0 0.441 104.0 0.433 174.0

Port Stanvac Pred.: 0.169 20.3 0.265 46.3 0.416 102.7 0.416 174.4
Obs.: 0.166 21.0 0.246 48.1 0.430 103.7 0.419 172.0

Port Noarlunga Pred.: 0.168 20.3 0.263 46.4 0.408 102.6 0.406 174.3
Obs.: 0.167 21.0 0.230 49.7 0.398 101.6 0.396 168.3

Second Valley Pred.: 0.160 20.4 0.246 48.0 0.328 102.8 0.312 174.8
Obs.: 0.150 19.3 0.245 48.7 0.296 103.1 0.301 175.4

Emu Bay Pred.: 0.156 16.7 0.226 43.4 0.229 84.1 0.197 153.3
Obs.: 0.157 16.4 0.224 43.7 0.234 85.6 0.194 154.9

Ave. absolute di�erences: 0.005 0.98 0.019 3.27 0.016 0.93 0.008 1.36

Ave. complex di�erences: 0.0063 0.0250 0.0184 0.0138

Table 3.5: Observed (Obs.) and predicted (Pred.) amplitude (m) and phase (� CST) of tide
height constants of the four major tidal constituents for the tide height recording stations sited
in Gulf St. Vincent for the internally forced depth-averaged model. Average absolute complex
di�erence is 0.01588m. Stations marked with `*' were used to internally force the model.
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Bdy O1 K1 M2 S2
Ref. amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph.

1 0.1387 236.19 0.1886 260.34 0.1781 121.79 0.1622 171.21
2 0.1386 236.25 0.1885 260.46 0.1759 121.86 0.1599 170.94
3 0.1384 236.31 0.1884 260.57 0.1737 121.94 0.1577 170.66
4 0.1383 236.37 0.1882 260.68 0.1716 122.01 0.1554 170.39
5 0.1382 236.42 0.1881 260.80 0.1694 122.09 0.1532 170.11
6 0.1381 236.48 0.1880 260.91 0.1672 122.17 0.1509 169.84
7 0.1379 236.54 0.1879 261.02 0.1650 122.24 0.1487 169.56
8 0.1378 236.60 0.1878 261.14 0.1629 122.32 0.1464 169.29
9 0.1377 236.65 0.1877 261.25 0.1607 122.39 0.1442 169.01
10 0.1376 236.71 0.1875 261.36 0.1585 122.47 0.1419 168.73
11 0.1374 236.77 0.1874 261.48 0.1563 122.55 0.1396 168.46
12 0.1373 236.83 0.1873 261.59 0.1542 122.62 0.1374 168.18
13 0.1372 236.88 0.1872 261.70 0.1520 122.70 0.1351 167.91
14 0.1370 236.94 0.1871 261.82 0.1498 122.78 0.1329 167.63
15 0.1369 237.00 0.1870 261.93 0.1476 122.85 0.1306 167.36
16 0.1368 237.06 0.1868 262.04 0.1455 122.93 0.1284 167.08
17 0.1367 237.11 0.1867 262.16 0.1433 123.00 0.1261 166.80
18 0.1365 237.17 0.1866 262.27 0.1411 123.08 0.1239 166.53
19 0.1364 237.23 0.1865 262.38 0.1389 123.16 0.1216 166.25
20 0.1363 237.29 0.1864 262.50 0.1368 123.23 0.1194 165.98
21 0.1361 237.35 0.1863 262.61 0.1346 123.31 0.1171 165.70
22 0.1360 237.40 0.1861 262.72 0.1324 123.39 0.1148 165.43
23 0.1359 237.46 0.1860 262.84 0.1302 123.46 0.1126 165.15
24 0.1358 237.52 0.1859 262.95 0.1281 123.54 0.1103 164.88
25 0.1356 237.58 0.1858 263.06 0.1259 123.61 0.1081 164.60
26 0.1355 237.63 0.1857 263.18 0.1237 123.69 0.1058 164.32
27 0.1354 237.69 0.1856 263.29 0.1215 123.77 0.1036 164.05
28 0.1353 237.75 0.1854 263.40 0.1194 123.84 0.1013 163.77
29 0.1351 237.81 0.1853 263.52 0.1172 123.92 0.0991 163.50
30 0.1350 237.86 0.1852 263.63 0.1150 124.00 0.0968 163.22

Table 3.6: The 30 boundary points extending from Stenhouse Bay (point 1) to Western River
(point 30). These constitute the �nal modi�ed boundary forcing through Investigator Strait to
drive the GSV model. Amplitudes are in metres, phases in degrees (GMT).

Bdy O1 K1 M2 S2
Ref. amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph.

1 0.1271 241.53 0.2044 260.85 0.1696 178.65 0.1659 238.38
2 0.1292 240.87 0.2071 260.03 0.1722 176.35 0.1669 235.99
3 0.1313 240.21 0.2097 259.21 0.1747 174.04 0.1678 233.60
4 0.1334 239.54 0.2124 258.39 0.1773 171.74 0.1688 231.21
5 0.1356 238.88 0.2151 257.58 0.1798 169.43 0.1698 228.81
6 0.1377 238.22 0.2178 256.76 0.1824 167.12 0.1708 226.42
7 0.1419 236.90 0.2231 255.12 0.1875 162.51 0.1727 221.64
8 0.1398 237.56 0.2205 255.94 0.1850 164.82 0.1718 224.03
9 0.1440 236.24 0.2258 254.30 0.1901 160.20 0.1737 219.25

Table 3.7: The 9 boundary points extending from Cape Jervis (point 1) to Penneshaw (point
9). These constitute the �nal modi�ed boundary forcing through Backstairs Passage to drive
the GSV model. Amplitudes are in metres, phases in degrees (GMT).
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Figure 3.9: Modelled M2 and S2 amplitudes in Gulf St. Vincent using the depth-averaged model
with observed values at Black Pole (BP) and Long Spit Beacon (LSB) as additional elevation
input.

been removed from the nearest open boundary, and the resultant forcing (shown in Tables 3.6
and 3.7) has been applied to the three-dimensional model.

Further development and analysis of the depth-averaged model will not be considered here.
It's use was intended as a tool for de�ning the open boundary data for the three-dimensional
model.

An error summary of the resultant three-dimensional model can be found in Table 3.8.
The inuence that these changes have on the accuracy of tide height prediction is signi�cant.
Errors in amplitude for M2 and S2 have been reduced to 0.019m and 0.014m respectively.
The overall mean complex error value is 0.01897m, which is a signi�cant improvement over
previous predictions made with the three-dimensional model. In fact, if the two forcing stations,
Black Pole and Long Spit Beacon, are excluded from error calculation, then the average error
measure over 13 stations is 0.01487 m, which is more accurate that the corresponding two-
dimensional model. The crossover of the semi-diurnal constituents simulated by this optimal
three-dimensional model is shown in Figure 3.10. This shows the di�erence in relative strengths
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Figure 3.10: The amplitudes of M2 and S2 obtained from predictions using the �nal boundary
forcing in the three-dimensional model of Gulf St. Vincent, obtained from adjustment according
to the depth-averaged model (adjustment 2). Note that the �rst recording station is Marion
Bay (MB), the last is Emu Bay (EB).
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Tidal Tidal Constituent
Observation O1 K1 M2 S2
Station amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph.

Marion Bay Pred.: 0.139 8.7 0.190 43.2 0.186 40.3 0.168 99.4
Obs.: 0.139 8.6 0.190 43.3 0.186 40.0 0.167 99.6

Port Moorowie Pred.: 0.152 10.8 0.210 43.0 0.278 72.4 0.263 139.2

Obs.: 0.157 12.0 0.220 37.5 0.282 72.1 0.250 139.8

Edithburgh Pred.: 0.163 13.6 0.230 44.8 0.402 91.2 0.401 160.2
Obs.: 0.162 15.0 0.257 45.0 0.416 91.0 0.409 160.0

Giles Point Pred.: 0.165 14.1 0.232 45.2 0.420 92.5 0.422 161.6
Obs.: 0.165 15.1 0.242 42.8 0.423 92.5 0.415 161.0

Ardrossan Pred.: 0.181 17.8 0.253 49.5 0.615 104.1 0.638 173.7

Obs.: 0.183 19.0 0.266 47.0 0.624 105.0 0.634 174.0

Black Pole Pred.: 0.182 19.4 0.255 51.2 0.627 107.5 0.651 177.3
Obs.: 0.185 21.5 0.335 42.0 0.570 108.4 0.628 179.5

Long Spit Beacon Pred.: 0.177 18.4 0.249 50.0 0.572 104.7 0.590 174.3
Obs.: 0.173 19.4 0.317 42.2 0.514 104.0 0.559 175.2

Orontes Beacon Pred.: 0.172 16.5 0.244 47.6 0.519 99.5 0.531 169.0

Obs.: 0.167 16.9 0.299 40.7 0.465 97.8 0.498 169.1

Outer Fairway Pred.: 0.172 19.5 0.242 50.8 0.501 105.8 0.512 175.7
Obs.: 0.173 16.5 0.235 52.3 0.486 105.1 0.497 173.1

Outer Harbor Pred.: 0.172 19.7 0.243 51.3 0.505 106.7 0.515 176.6
Obs.: 0.170 21.8 0.254 49.2 0.507 106.2 0.511 175.8

Brighton Pred.: 0.166 19.6 0.236 51.0 0.443 105.9 0.448 175.6

Obs.: 0.163 20.0 0.244 49.0 0.441 104.0 0.433 174.0

Port Stanvac Pred.: 0.165 19.6 0.234 50.8 0.428 105.6 0.431 175.4
Obs.: 0.166 21.0 0.246 48.1 0.430 103.7 0.419 172.0

Port Noarlunga Pred.: 0.164 19.7 0.232 50.8 0.418 105.6 0.420 175.5
Obs.: 0.167 21.0 0.230 49.7 0.398 101.6 0.396 168.3

Second Valley Pred.: 0.155 20.3 0.220 50.8 0.325 107.1 0.319 176.9
Obs.: 0.150 19.3 0.245 48.7 0.296 103.1 0.301 175.4

Emu Bay Pred.: 0.148 14.5 0.220 48.0 0.220 84.1 0.200 153.3
Obs.: 0.158 16.4 0.224 43.7 0.234 85.6 0.194 154.9

Ave. absolute di�erences: 0.003 1.29 0.022 3.36 0.019 1.29 0.014 1.59

Ave. complex di�erences: 0.0053 0.028 0.023 0.020

Table 3.8: Observed (Obs.) and predicted (Pred.) amplitude (m) and phase (� CST) of tide
height constants of the four major tidal constituents for the tide height recording stations sited
in Gulf St. Vincent for the modi�ed open boundary forcing in the three-dimensional model
(adjustment 2). Average absolute complex di�erence is 0.01897m
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of M2 and S2 with good agreement with the crossover obtained from the observed data. On the
western side of the Gulf, the semi-diurnal amplitudes are equal somewhere between Edithburgh
(E) and Giles Point (GP). On the eastern side, M2 appears to be nearly equal to S2 from
Brighton (B) to Second Valley (SV), with exact equality occurring near Port Noarlunga (PN).
This means that the predicted crossover line where semi-diurnal amplitudes are in equality
is slightly to the south of that observed, however the dynamics of the crossover are captured
adequately.

3.7 Model Results

In this section model predictions for tidal elevations and depth-dependent tidal currents are
presented and discussed. The main interpretations of these are in the form of contour charts
of tidal elevation for each of the four constituents used (namely O1, K1, M2, S2), and the tidal
ellipse plots of depth-dependent current. These are presented in Figures 3.11{3.12 and 3.13{3.14
respectively.

The model was run for a simulated time of 30 days, with the �rst day of predictions assumed
contaminated with starting transients and not used. The remaining 29 days of predicted data
was saved at hourly intervals and tidally analysed (see Section 2.6).

A discussion of the tidal residual currents and elevations will also be included.

3.7.1 The sea surface elevations

The charts presented in Figures 3.11 and 3.12 show lines of constant amplitude (cm) and
constant phase (� CST) for O1;K1;M2 and S2. Phase charts show the location of equivalent
parts of the wave for the constituent concerned, and since the contour interval is regular (1� for
diurnals, 5� for semi diurnals), relative positioning of phase lines also indicates relative wave
speed.

All observations within the Gulf are made in the time zone +9:5 hours GMT, and are
normally given in local time (also known as Central Standard Time, CST). This is the case in
the charts of Bowers and Lennon (1989), Bye (1976) and Evans (1993). For comparison with
these authors' results, Grzechnik and Noye (1998b, 1996) followed this convention. All phases
presented here have also been expressed in this way.

Diurnal constituents

The diurnal constituent (O1 and K1) amplitude and phase contours are shown in Figure 3.11.
From these it can be seen that K1 is 30{50% stronger than O1 throughout the Gulf. The
Bowers and Lennon (1989) and Bye (1976) charts are quite sparse with information for diurnal
amplitudes. In general, the model prediction seems to be of slightly less strength than presented
in these charts. The prediction of K1 has been improved signi�cantly over depth-averaged results
presented by Grzechnik and Noye (1996).

If the phase contours are considered, a di�erence in direction of the travelling wave is seen
in Investigator Strait. The behaviour of each constituent is identical within the Gulf itself,
however. In Backstairs passage, the grouping of contours for K1 shows that the movement of
the wave through this region is signi�cantly faster than for O1. The major di�erence to the
Bowers and Lennon (1989) charts is in the prediction of the phase for K1 in Investigator Strait.
The orientations of the phase contours di�er signi�cantly, with contours virtually at right angles
in places.

Semi-diurnal constituents

If the semi-diurnal constituents are considered (see Figure 3.12), the major feature is the
simulation of the crossover of the two relative amplitudes. The determination of the optimal
model to show this feature was described in Section 3.6. From Figures 3.12(a) and (b) it is
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Figure 3.11: Tide-height amplitude (cm) and phase (� CST) contours for the diurnal (O1 and
K1) constituents, computed using the 3D GSV tidal model.
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Figure 3.12: Tide-height amplitude (cm) and phase (� CST) for the semi-diurnal (M2 and S2)
constituents, computed using the 3D GSV tidal model.
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apparent that M2 is stronger than S2 in Investigator Strait and Backstairs Passage. Equality
of the two constituent amplitudes occurs near the 35{40 cm contour lines. From here, the S2
amplitude is greater than that of M2 in the northern part of the Gulf. Both the M2 and S2 charts
are very similar to those of Bowers and Lennon (1989), with the amplitude of M2 predicted in
Figure 3.12(a) having a slightly higher value in the far north of the Gulf.

Figures 3.12(c) and (d) show that the S2 wave travels faster in Investigator Strait than that
of M2, due to the increased density of phase lines here. The wave speed of the two constituents
is virtually identical in the upper parts of the Gulf. These predictions are identical to the
Bowers and Lennon (1989) charts in the lower Gulf. In the upper part of the Gulf, there are
some slight acceptable di�erences.

3.7.2 Tidal ellipses in Gulf St. Vincent

After analysis of the tidal model, the tidal ellipses were calculated. These show the magnitude
and direction of the currents attributed to each constituent as time passes (see Figure 3.13 and
3.14 for the near surface and near bottom ellipses, respectively).

From observation of these plots, it can be seen that the dominant currents are caused by the
semi-diurnal constituents, which are up to four times stronger than those of the diurnals. It is
also apparent that the surface currents are slightly stronger than those at the bottom, probably
due to bottom friction, with the general ellipse characteristics identical for both depths. The
general movement is linear, with little lateral movement observed. Strong east-west current
movement is obvious in Investigator Strait, with some elliptical e�ects observed for the diur-
nals, particularly close to the two entrances. Some elliptical movement is also present close
to the separation point of Investigator Strait and Gulf St. Vincent, adjacent to Edithburgh.
Signi�cantly, for each constituent at each depth level, an increase in the strength of the current
at the Backstairs Passage opening is observed. The current doubles in strength close to this
opening, with slight ellipticity observed in this area.

As in the co-amplitude plots, K1 is stronger than O1 throughout the model. M2 and S2
show similar character, and are almost identical, with the latter showing only slightly stronger
currents to the former.

3.7.3 Tidal circulation in Gulf St. Vincent

Charts showing residual elevation and currents help establish the broad regions where generation
of non-linear constituents takes place. For the data values of elevation and depth-dependent
velocity, an analysis is conducted for hourly values at all points within the model domain. A
residual value is then calculated by reconstituting the analysed value and removing it from the
original data series. The residual is then averaged over the 29 day period to obtain the monthly
mean.

The mean residuals for elevation are shown in Figure 3.15(a). These show a range of residual
elevations from �0:002m to 0:010m. The tidal at regions to the north-east have had some
inuence on the smoothness of the contours in that region, which is to be expected due to the
clipping of the signal that occurs there. This is not taken into account here, but methods for
doing so are discussed by Lewis and Noye (1999). The strongest mean residual elevations occur
in the two bays on the north-east coast of Kangaroo Island to the west of Backstairs Passage.

The mean residual current circulation is presented in Figures 3.15(b), (c) and (d), for the
near surface (5% of total depth below the sea surface), mid-depth, and near bottom (5% of
total depth above sea oor) depth levels respectively. The surface and mid-depth plots show
remarkable similarities, with the strongest circulations occurring near the Backstairs Passage
opening (a clockwise eddy formation of approximately 1m s�1) and in the complicated region
near Edithburgh, Troubridge Shoals (a 1m s�1 ow away from the coast). Other eddies of
lesser strength also occur in the upper Gulf. The mean circulation near the sea oor is similar
in behaviour to the other two depth levels, but is approximately half the magnitude.
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Figure 3.13: The tidal ellipses near the sea surface (5% of total depth below the sea surface)
obtained using the GSV model showing currents in Gulf St. Vincent for O1, K1, M2 and S2.
Measurements are given in metres per second (m s�1).
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Figure 3.14: The tidal ellipses near the sea oor (5% of total depth above the sea oor) obtained
using the GSV model showing currents in Gulf St. Vincent for O1, K1, M2 and S2. Measurements
are given in metres per second (m s�1).
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3.8 Conclusion

A three dimensional hydrodynamic-numeric tidal model of Gulf St. Vincent, South Australia,
has been constructed. Tide heights constructed from reconstitution of the four major tidal
constituents for the region, O1, K1, M2 and S2 were input on open boundaries in Investigator
Straight and Backstairs Passage. Optimisation of eddy viscosity parameters was performed
by a comparison with analysed tide height observations at 15 stations within the region. The
behaviour of the four major constituents in the Gulf has been predicted to reect observations,
particularly in the cases of the relative strengths of the amplitudes of M2 and S2.

Tidal current ellipses show that the semi-diurnal constituents dominate, with the strongest
currents occurring in Investigator Straight and Backstairs Passage. Currents near the sea oor
exhibit the same behaviour as those near the surface, but are slightly damped due to bottom
friction.

This model of tides is to be used as the basis for models of storm surge prediction (see
Chapter 4) and prawn larvae dispersion (see Chapter 7) within Gulf St. Vincent.
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Chapter 4

Hindcasting Surges in Gulf St.

Vincent

4.1 Introduction

On the eastern side of Gulf St. Vincent is Adelaide, a coastal city with a population of over
one million people. The inhabitants of Adelaide may be subject to the e�ects of storm surges
within the Gulf. These can include a raising of sea levels, which when combined with high
winds (and the resulting large waves) can result in damage to coastal structures, such as sea
walls. Negative surges can also have an e�ect, the water depth for the berthing of tankers at
Port Stanvac being one particular case where sea level is important. Accurate prediction of
such surges is thus desirable.

A number of aspects of storm surge modelling within Gulf St. Vincent are discussed in
the following chapter. These include the simulation of a storm surge in June 1999, and the
determination of relative e�ects of contributing factors upon the changes in sea level and currents
modelled. Three aspects of the sea level are considered; the tides, the meteorological e�ects
(wind, atmospheric pressure) and external surges (usually coastally trapped waves from the
west).

Correct treatment of the open boundary conditions is important in the simulation of storm
surges within a region. Because the open boundaries are in relatively shallow water on the
continental shelf, the inverse barometric pressure e�ect (see Section 2.3.2) cannot be applied
with con�dence. The 1999 surge has been used to determine alternate methods of simulating
the non-tidal open boundary sea level, with veri�cation of the condition undertaken using a
sub-model of the northern part of the Gulf. It should be noted that all times referred to in this
chapter are with respect to Greenwich Mean Time (GMT), unless otherwise speci�ed.

4.2 Modelling the Surge of June 1999

The sea levels observed in Gulf St. Vincent for the �rst half of the month of June 1999 were
obtained from the National Tidal Facility at Outer Harbor, Port Stanvac and Giles Point at
6 minute intervals (Davill, 1999). In order to determine the sea level residual at these points,
the tidal predictions at the relevant ports have been removed from the observed signal. These
have been used in modelling and are illustrated in this section at intervals of one hour (see
Figure 4.1).

4.2.1 Tidal forcing

The determination of the sea level residual is of major interest in the modelling conducted here.
So that non-linear e�ects between all contributing factors are taken into account, tidal forcing
must be included on the open boundaries together with meteorological e�ects at the sea surface.
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Figure 4.1: The observed sea level residuals at Outer Harbor, Port Stanvac and Port Giles in
June 1999.

Tides are computed as described in Chapter 3, with the four major tidal components (O1, K1,
M2 and S2) input at both open boundaries. The storm surge model includes propagation of
these tides, and computation of the residual elevation is carried out by removing a previous
tide-only model prediction from the sea level predicted by the storm surge model.

4.2.2 Meteorological forcing

During the �rst half of June 1999, hourly wind and atmospheric pressure data was provided by
the Bureau of Meteorology (Brooks, 1999) at Adelaide Airport, Cape Willoughby and Neptune
Island (see Figure 4.2). No detailed wind records are available in the northern part of the Gulf
for the time period of interest. Three-hourly time series of the wind data at each of these three
stations are shown in Figures 4.3(a){(c).

The spatial �eld at each hourly interval was found using the method of Nixon (1996), where,
for each wind component, a plane surface was �t to the hourly values at Adelaide Airport, Cape
Willoughby and Neptune Island, and the value at all computational elements was determined as
a weighted average. Interpolation in time during the running of the model provided an update
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Figure 4.2: The location of meteorological stations used in the study of storm surges in Gulf St.
Vincent, South Australia. Note that Neptune Island is used in the 1999 simulation, and Cape
Borda is used in 1990{1991 due to data availability.

of the wind �eld at every time step.

The spatially interpolated wind at Troubridge Shoals (near Edithburgh) is compared with
observations in Figures 4.3(d) and (e) respectively. These are plotted as three-hourly time series.
An extremely good agreement is obtained, with the spatially interpolated values reproducing
almost all of the major features of those observed at this point. It is interesting to note that the
winds are particularly strong at certain times during this month, especially in the southern part
of the Gulf. Winds gust up to 22{25m s�1 from the north and the south-west at various times,
and persist at 15{20m s�1 for up to three days. There was a major positive surge observed
during 13{15 June 1999 in Gulf St. Vincent, which corresponds to the persisting winds from
the south-west. This is the direction of the longest fetch (approximately 250 km to the opening
of Investigator Strait).

In the calculation of the atmospheric pressure �eld the same three meteorological stations
were used as for the wind data due to the sparsity of observations in the north of the Gulf.
Hourly pressure data was available at Adelaide Airport, Cape Willoughby and Neptune Island,
and is shown in Figures 4.4(a){(c). Atmospheric pressure at all other points around the Gulf was
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(a) Adelaide

(b) Neptune Island

(c) Cape Willoughby

(d) Troubridge Shoals (pre)

(e) Troubridge Shoals (obs)
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Figure 4.3: Three-hourly winds taken from hourly observations in Gulf St. Vincent for June
1999 are shown in (a){(c). Shown at Troubridge Shoals is the result of the spatial interpolation
procedure (d) and three-hourly observations (e).
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Figure 4.4: The observed and predicted atmospheric pressure levels (Pa) in Gulf St. Vincent
for June 1999, shown at hourly intervals. The results of the spatial interpolation procedure are
shown in (d).
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calculated in the same manner as a single component of the wind stress, as described previously.
The hourly pressure �eld calculated for Troubridge Shoals was plotted against observations and
is shown in Figure 4.4(d). This shows that the pressure values have been simulated extremely
well at this point using this technique.

The tidal model was run, with pressure and wind e�ects taken into account separately,
from 1/6/1999 to 15/6/1999, with the �rst day of output data discarded to allow transients to
dissipate. Tide heights from the tidal model were then removed to obtain residual sea levels.
The overall individual e�ects of atmospheric pressure and wind �elds upon the non-tidal sea
level are shown in Figures 4.5(a) and (b) at Outer Harbor. These show that the e�ect of
variable atmospheric pressure upon elevations within the GSV model is extremely small. Also,
the inuence of winds upon elevation is minimal, except during 13/6. This corresponds to a
time when the wind persists from the south-west, which is the direction of longest fetch to
Outer Harbor in Gulf St. Vincent.

It is obvious from the modelling considered here that the combined e�ects of winds and
pressures upon sea level are not enough to simulate surges in Gulf St. Vincent, so another
method must be developed.

4.2.3 External surges

Initial storm surge simulations using pressure and wind �elds combined with tidal forcing showed
a need for forcing other than that due to local meteorological e�ects. This takes the form of
perturbations in sea level that move from west to east around the continental shelf in the Great
Australian Bight (as in Chapter 5). In order to take into account these changes in sea level on the
open boundary, the time taken for a free shallow water wave to travel from each open boundary
to Outer Harbor was calculated. To do this, a test pulse (see Figure 4.6(a)) was added to each
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Figure 4.5: The modelled e�ect upon sea level of (a) varying atmospheric pressure (wind set to
zero), and (b) varying surface wind (atmospheric pressure 101325.0 Pa).
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Figure 4.6: The (a) input test pulse; (b) resulting elevations at Outer Harbor when the test pulse
was applied at the left, right and both boundaries; (c) optimal application of the calculated
time di�erences.

open boundary during the tidal model run. The original test pulse peaks at 0.6m at 12:00 hr
on 3/6/1999 (GMT). When this was added to the left boundary (in Investigator Strait) a peak
in the residual (after tides were removed) was produced at Outer Harbor 2.75 hours later, at
14:45 hr (see Figure 4.6(b)). The amplitude of the peak has been increased to 0.607m. Similarly,
running with the pulse input at the right boundary gave the maximum value at 13:45, and was
reduced in magnitude to 0.425 m. The wave seems to take some time to settle after its peak,
with a number of oscillations around the origin for the next 36{48 hours for inputs from the
left and right boundaries.

The previous tests show that there is a 60 minute time di�erence between each of the peaks
produced from input at each boundary. A further test was then conducted, with residual sea
level input at the left boundary leading that at the right boundary by 60 minutes. At Outer
Harbor, the pulse was found to peak 1.75 and 2.75 hours after the pulse from the right and left
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boundaries respectively. The amplitude of the predicted pulse was 0.659m, which is 109.8%
of that input at the open boundaries. The residual signal settles to zero very soon after the
pulse, showing that the boundary condition used removes waves adequately when this time
lag between the boundaries is employed. This is di�erent to the result obtained when single
boundaries are employed, indicating that there is a superposition and annulment of both waves
from each of the boundaries. A summary of the times of predicted pulses from all boundaries
is presented in Table 4.1.

Boundary Amplitude (m) Relative % Peak Time (days) Time Lag (hrs)

Input 0.600 100.0 3.500 {

Left only 0.607 101.2 3.615 2.75

Right only 0.425 70.8 3.604 1.75

Left and Right 0.659 109.8 3.615 2.75, 1.75

Final 0.594 99.0 3.500 {

Table 4.1: A summary of the times and relative amplitudes of the storm surge test pulse in the
Gulf St. Vincent model. The amplitudes of the surge at Outer Harbor from each boundary are
shown and converted to a relative percentage of the amount input at the boundary. The time
lag is the time taken for the peak of the wave to traverse from the boundary to Outer Harbor.
The \left and right" open boundary scenario was run with the left open boundary translated
in time by one hour.

This experiment shows that if a residual signal is known at Outer Harbor it can be used
on both open boundaries in the GSV model with a time lead. If the left boundary leads by
2:75 hours, and the right boundary by 1:75 hours, then the surge at Outer Harbor will be
reproduced su�ciently. Figure 4.6(c) shows the simulation of the test pulse when these time
leads are applied at the open boundary combined with an amplitude correction factor of 0:95.
The surge initially reaches Outer Harbor at 0:00 hr 3/6/1999, as expected, and the timing and
magnitude of the peak of the pulse are also accurately predicted, at 12:00 hr 3/6/1999 and
0:594m respectively. Transients appear to dissipate quickly after the passing of the pulse. The
overall magnitude of the prediction is not totally accurate and di�ers by as much as 0:1m at
some points, but this can be attributed to the nature of the \spike" used as the input surge.
All further surge modelling considered in Gulf St. Vincent will use these parameters.

4.2.4 Determining the surge

The e�ect of wind and pressure �elds over Gulf St. Vincent combined with waves entering the
system causes the observed residual within the Gulf. To calculate the magnitude of the surge
that enters at the open boundary, the inuence of the meteorological e�ects was removed from
the observed residual at Outer Harbor, which was chosen due to it being the greatest distance
of the three observation points from the open boundary, and also because it is a historical
source of observed sea level data. The resulting signal was then low pass �ltered to reduce the
possibility of numerically introduced oscillation, transferred in time by 1:75 and 2:75 hours for
the right and left boundaries respectively, and multiplied by the factor 0:95 (as calculated in
Section 4.2.3). The sea level input obtained is shown in Figure 4.7(a). The e�ect of the outside
surge has been modelled combined with constant atmospheric pressure and zero wind and is
shown in Figure 4.7(b). This shows that outside surges have a large inuence upon the sea level
observed at Outer Harbor.
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Figure 4.7: (a) The external surge added to the right open boundary in the Gulf St. Vincent
model for simulation of the 1999 storm, which the left open boundary leads by 1.0 hr; (b)
The e�ect of the boundary surge upon the sea level at Outer Harbor without inclusion of
meteorological e�ects.

4.2.5 The �nal 1999 storm-surge model

The e�ects of tides, external surges, winds and pressures as previously described have been
combined to simulate the sea levels at Outer Harbor, Port Stanvac and Giles Point. This model
was run from 1/6 to 15/6 with the �rst 24 hours of output discarded due to the \cold start"
employed. After removal of the calculated tides at each of these Ports, the residual elevation
can be plotted, as shown in Figures 4.8(a){(c).

It appears that the storm-induced residuals are extremely well predicted at Outer Harbor
and Port Giles, and reasonably predicted at Port Stanvac. All features are reproduced, with
only the amplitude of the pulse on 13/6 predicted at Port Stanvac signi�cantly smaller than
that observed (by approximately 15{20 cm). When the root mean square errors were calculated,
it was found that Outer Harbor (4.9 cm, which is 4.1% of the residual range and 1.1% of the
sea level range) and Giles Point (4.8 cm, 8.5% and 1.0%) performed better than Port Stanvac
(10.2 cm, 8.5% and 2.2%), but all can be considered to be within acceptable limits.

4.2.6 Conclusions

The June 1999 storm surge has been modelled e�ectively using a method which takes into ac-
count tides, winds, atmospheric pressures and external surges. The �nal factor considered relies
upon sea level data from Outer Harbor, which are modi�ed and used on the open sea boundaries
of the numeric model. There is some interest in the e�ects of changes of open boundary sea
level upon currents. Of particular interest is whether or not the Orlanski{Sommerfeld radiation
open boundary condition considered (as discussed in Section 2.4) copes with the information
that is transmitted from the model forced by meteorological e�ects. Behaviour of elevations
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(c) Storm e�ect at Giles Point

Figure 4.8: The sea level residuals simulated at Outer Harbor, Port Stanvac and Giles Point in
Gulf St. Vincent for the storm surge of 2/6/1999 to 15/6/1999. The modelling includes tides,
meteorological e�ects (combined wind and pressure) and external surges as a part of the overall
storm. Note that the predictions shown here have the value of tide height removed.

and currents close to an open boundary will be further tested.

4.3 Sub-Model of GSV

In order to further investigate the e�ects of open boundary formulations upon the predictions of
sea levels and currents in Gulf St. Vincent, a sub-model of the upper Gulf has been created, as
shown in Figure 4.9. The use of this model, which is equivalent in gridspacings and parameter
values to the larger full-size model (referred to as the GSV model) of the Gulf with the open
boundary shifted to 3 km north of Giles Point, enables the comparison of predictions obtained
using a number of open boundary conditions with those obtained from the larger model at the
same points. The sub-model will be referred to as N-GSV (northern GSV), when di�erentiation
between the two is required.

A number of boundary formulations of the N-GSV model (as shown in Figure 4.10) will
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Figure 4.9: The location of the open boundary used in the Gulf St. Vincent sub-model (N-
GSV), South Australia. Tidal open boundary data is obtained from the full-sized model. Outer
Harbor is the only position where sea level data is available within the sub-model during the
June 1999 storm.
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Figure 4.10: The N-GSV model open boundary element numbering scheme.

be initially considered for their e�ects upon sea level prediction at Outer Harbor. Further
comparisons of sea levels and currents close to the boundary will be carried out upon the
conditions that are deemed the most suitable.

4.3.1 Modelling tides

The full-sized GSV model was used to construct the tidal open boundary input for the smaller
sub-model. The model was run from 1/1/1900 and 29 days of sea level data was saved. After
analysis of the tidal signal produced at the elevation points which correspond to the open
boundary of the sub-model (as in Section 2.6.1), the four major tidal constituents were obtained.
The amplitudes and phases for O1, K1, M2 and S2 are shown in Table 4.2.

The N-GSV model was then run with identical parameters as for the GSV model from
1/6/1999 to 15/6/1999. The resulting elevation at Outer Harbor is shown in Figure 4.11(a),
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Bdy O1 K1 M2 S2
Ref. amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph. amp. ph.

1 0.1657 241.76 0.2337 262.42 0.4320 177.26 0.4347 236.69
2 0.1658 241.84 0.2338 262.48 0.4328 177.46 0.4356 236.91
3 0.1658 241.95 0.2339 262.55 0.4337 177.70 0.4366 237.17
4 0.1658 242.06 0.2341 262.64 0.4348 177.96 0.4377 237.45
5 0.1659 242.19 0.2344 262.74 0.4361 178.27 0.4393 237.80
6 0.1659 242.32 0.2347 262.88 0.4379 178.68 0.4413 238.24
7 0.1660 242.46 0.2351 263.05 0.4399 179.13 0.4434 238.72
8 0.1661 242.61 0.2354 263.20 0.4416 179.55 0.4453 239.16
9 0.1661 242.75 0.2356 263.37 0.4430 179.97 0.4468 239.60
10 0.1662 242.91 0.2358 263.55 0.4442 180.41 0.4482 240.06
11 0.1663 243.06 0.2358 263.74 0.4451 180.84 0.4492 240.51
12 0.1663 243.22 0.2359 263.91 0.4458 181.24 0.4500 240.93
13 0.1663 243.37 0.2359 264.07 0.4462 181.60 0.4505 241.31
14 0.1663 243.51 0.2358 264.21 0.4464 181.93 0.4508 241.66
15 0.1663 243.65 0.2358 264.35 0.4465 182.24 0.4509 241.99
16 0.1663 243.79 0.2358 264.49 0.4465 182.55 0.4510 242.31
17 0.1663 243.93 0.2358 264.63 0.4466 182.86 0.4511 242.64
18 0.1663 244.08 0.2357 264.77 0.4466 183.17 0.4512 242.96
19 0.1663 244.22 0.2358 264.91 0.4467 183.48 0.4513 243.29
20 0.1663 244.37 0.2358 265.05 0.4468 183.80 0.4515 243.62
21 0.1664 244.51 0.2358 265.19 0.4469 184.11 0.4516 243.95
22 0.1664 244.65 0.2358 265.33 0.4470 184.42 0.4518 244.27
23 0.1664 244.78 0.2358 265.47 0.4471 184.72 0.4519 244.60
24 0.1664 244.91 0.2359 265.61 0.4472 185.02 0.4521 244.92
25 0.1665 245.04 0.2359 265.75 0.4474 185.32 0.4523 245.23
26 0.1665 245.17 0.2359 265.89 0.4475 185.62 0.4524 245.54
27 0.1666 245.30 0.2359 266.02 0.4477 185.91 0.4526 245.84
28 0.1666 245.42 0.2359 266.15 0.4479 186.20 0.4529 246.15
29 0.1667 245.55 0.2360 266.28 0.4481 186.49 0.4531 246.45
30 0.1667 245.67 0.2360 266.41 0.4484 186.78 0.4534 246.75
31 0.1668 245.79 0.2360 266.54 0.4486 187.06 0.4538 247.05
32 0.1668 245.90 0.2360 266.67 0.4489 187.34 0.4541 247.34
33 0.1668 246.02 0.2360 266.80 0.4492 187.62 0.4544 247.63
34 0.1668 246.13 0.2361 266.92 0.4495 187.90 0.4547 247.91
35 0.1669 246.24 0.2361 267.05 0.4498 188.17 0.4550 248.19
36 0.1669 246.34 0.2361 267.17 0.4501 188.43 0.4553 248.47
37 0.1669 246.45 0.2362 267.29 0.4503 188.68 0.4556 248.73
38 0.1669 246.55 0.2362 267.41 0.4505 188.93 0.4558 248.99
39 0.1670 246.65 0.2362 267.52 0.4506 189.16 0.4559 249.23
40 0.1670 246.75 0.2362 267.62 0.4507 189.38 0.4560 249.47
41 0.1670 246.85 0.2363 267.73 0.4507 189.60 0.4560 249.70
42 0.1671 246.95 0.2363 267.83 0.4508 189.82 0.4561 249.93
43 0.1672 247.04 0.2363 267.93 0.4509 190.03 0.4562 250.15
44 0.1673 247.13 0.2364 268.03 0.4511 190.24 0.4562 250.37
45 0.1673 247.20 0.2365 268.12 0.4513 190.44 0.4564 250.58

Table 4.2: The open boundary amplitudes (m) and phases (� GMT) obtained from the full-size
GSV model for use on the open boundary of the N-GSV model.
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Figure 4.11: Outputs at Outer Harbor for: (a) the tidal model elevations obtained using the
N-GSV (sub-) and GSV (full-sized) models; (b) the N-GSV model residuals with tides, wind
and pressure �elds applied; (c) a test pulse applied at the open boundary, with tides removed.

plotted against that obtained using the full-sized model at the same time. There appears to
be a slight distinction between the two, particularly at the neap tide, but the prediction is
reasonable given that the major investigation to be considered here involves residual elevation
rather than total sea level.

4.3.2 Wind and pressure

The meteorological (wind and pressure) data used here is identical to that applied to the GSV
model. The N-GSV tidal model described previously was run with varying surface wind and
atmospheric pressure �elds applied. Tidal predictions at Outer Harbor (from the N-GSV model)
were then removed, with the residual results shown in Figure 4.11(b). It is obvious that the
observed residual sea level is not predicted su�ciently by this model, suggesting that further
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modi�cations of the open boundary must be considered.

4.3.3 Surge times in N-GSV

Sea level data from the storm surge predictions of the full-sized model are available at the open
boundary of the sub-model. This may be used to test various open boundary formulations.
Additionally, sea level data at Outer Harbor may be used. To use this information, the time
delay of a signal from the open boundary to Outer Harbor should be considered for the N-GSV
model, as it was in Section 4.2.3 for the GSV model. Such a test pulse and its application
is shown in Figure 4.11(c), where the pulse was applied simultaneously at all open boundary
points at each hour with the tide as described above. The tidal sub-model prediction at Outer
Harbor was then removed from the resulting signal at this Port to give the modelled residual
pulse shown in the �gure. The di�erence in timing of peaks of the pulses is approximately
0.25 hours, which corresponds to the time taken for a free surge wave to travel from the N-GSV
open boundary to Outer Harbor.

4.3.4 Open boundary formulations for N-GSV

In order to improve the prediction at Outer Harbor a number of sources of outside surges will
be considered in the formulation of various open boundary conditions for the N-GSV model.
All conditions include the e�ects of wind and pressure over the surface of the sub-model region.
Also included is the e�ect of tides, as described above for this area. The conditions considered
for the computation of the external surge are as follows:

1. Sea level residuals at N-GSV open boundary points were taken directly from the full-sized
GSV model with meteorological e�ects applied, as calculated in Section 4.2.2.

2. Sea level residuals taken from the GSV model with wind and pressure applied over the
region and the external surge upon the open boundary (as calculated in Section 4.2.5).
Meteorological e�ects calculated using the GSV model were then removed from the N-
GSV boundary formulation, and the resulting residual sea level to be applied at the open
boundary was smoothed in space and time.

3. The N-GSV external surge e�ect may be calculated using a similar method to the full-
sized GSV model. The non-tidal component of sea level at Outer Harbor was applied on
the N-GSV boundary, with wind and pressure e�ects predicted at this point by the GSV
model removed. The time series was transferred in time so that a 15 minute lead on the
boundary was applied, as calculated in Section 4.3.3. Smoothing in time of the resulting
residual was then conducted, and this dataset is constant in space.

4. The observed residual sea levels at Port Giles and Port Stanvac (as shown in Figure 4.1(b)
and (c)) with the e�ects of wind and pressure removed (obtained from the GSV model)
were applied to either end of the N-GSV open boundary, with time transfers of 0.1 and
0.2 hours respectively estimated for the surges to travel to each end of the boundary.
These were linearly interpolated in space, and smoothing in time was also conducted.

These surge types may be referred to by the numbers 1{4 in the subsequent text. Each of
these open boundary conditions was implemented into distinct runs of the N-GSV model from
1/6/1999 to 15/6/1999, with the �rst day of data discarded. The tidal predictions of the
N-GSV model were then removed, and the resulting residuals are shown at Outer Harbor in
Figures 4.12(a){(d).

Figure 4.12(a) obviously illustrates that formulation 1 does not predict elevation well at
Outer Harbor. This formulation included no non-tidal forcing other than that meteorologically
generated from both the small and large models of the Gulf, and hence did not include the
e�ects of external surges propagating from the Great Australian Bight. There is more inuence
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Figure 4.12: The storm surge sea level residuals observed and simulated at Outer Harbor in
Gulf St. Vincent for the storm surge of 2/6/1999 to 15/6/1999. These are calculated by the
sub-model of the region using di�erent formulations of open boundary conditions (as labelled)
and wind and atmospheric pressure �elds. Note that in the captions, W=wind, P=pressure,
OH=Outer Harbor, PS=Port Stanvac, GP=Giles Point.
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on the sea level than in the case where tides alone are considered on the open boundary (and
variable wind and pressure �elds at the sea surface), but this di�erence is small.

The second formulation of the surge, shown in Figure 4.12(b), does include sea level varia-
tions from the Great Australian Bight. These are propagated in the full-sized GSV model, and
transferred to the sub-model boundary. The prediction of sea level residual at Outer Harbor
is reasonable, with many of the peaks and troughs observed captured by this open boundary
treatment. Some sections of the signal prediction appear to lead the observed signal, and the
major pulse on 13/6 is under-predicted. This signal appears to reach Outer Harbor a little later
than that predicted by the GSV model (Figure 4.8(a)). This suggests that the movement of
the wave from an open boundary is partially slowed compared with a free moving wave.

Open boundary method 3 uses a similar procedure to that used on the GSV model in
Section 4.2.4. In this case, the N-GSV model is used in conjunction with the observations at
Outer Harbor to formulate the (spatially constant, varying in time) sea level residual at the
open boundary. A 0.25 hr lead time at the open boundary was calculated in Section 4.3.3.
Upon application of this open boundary elevation to the N-GSV model combined with wind
and pressure �elds, and the subsequent removal of tides, the time series shown in Figure 4.12(c)
was the residual obtained at Outer Harbor. This shows an extremely good �t to observations,
and is signi�cantly better than that found when using open boundary surge 2.

Use of observations at the open boundary is shown in Figure 4.12(d), denoted as method 4.
This uses data obtained at Port Stanvac (transferred by 0.2 hr) and Giles Point (transferred by
0.1 hr), with the meteorological e�ects predicted by the GSV model removed at these points.
This transfer in time enables the two observation points to simulate either end of the open
boundary, with data values at points in between obtained via linear interpolation. The sea
level obtained by this method is comparable to that of method 2. That is, a good prediction of
residual sea level is obtained, but not as accurate as that of method 3.

4.4 Consideration of Open Boundary Behaviour

A comparison using both models of currents at Outer Harbor and near the open boundary of
the sub-model region enables testing of the limitations of each storm surge boundary condition
applied here. Additionally, the behaviour of the N-GSV model close to the open boundary and
at increasing distances from the boundary compared to the GSV model at the corresponding
gridpoints is of interest in the investigation of the e�ectiveness of these conditions.

The predictions of currents computed by the full-size storm model of Section 4.2.5 have been
compared with three formulations of the N-GSV open boundary. All include meteorological
e�ects. The open boundary types to be considered for this comparison are:

� Tides only on the open boundary,

� Formulation 2 of Section 4.3.4 applied to the open boundary (uses data directly from the
GSV storm surge model),

� Formulation 3 of Section 4.3.4 applied to the open boundary (the observations at Outer
Harbor have been included in the predictions).

These were chosen as they give the best variation of elevation predictions at Outer Harbor, as
shown in Section 4.3. In the case where currents are considered, tidal velocities have not been
removed.

4.4.1 Time series of N-GSV and GSV currents

Two sets of currents have been plotted, both near the sea surface (5% of total depth below the
surface) and near the sea oor (5% of total depth above the sea oor) during the latter part
of the prediction time, from 10/6/1999 to 15/6/1999. These have been considered for a point
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immediately inside the open boundary of the N-GSV model (in Figures 4.13 and 4.14) and for
Outer Harbor (in Figures 4.15 and 4.16). The point close to the open boundary is adjacent to
reference point 20, shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.17.

It is generally accepted that the simulation of sea level elevation and velocity becomes less
accurate as the open ocean boundary is approached. This is due to the approximation applied
in this region, as described in Section 2.4. In the N-GSV model the point chosen for output is
adjacent to the open boundary, but its corresponding location in the large GSV model is well
clear of such boundaries. The comparison with the GSV model gives values at this point which
can be considered to be free of transients and which test the e�ects of the open boundary in
the N-GSV model.

At the N-GSV open boundary point

Surface currents near the N-GSV open boundary are considered in Figure 4.13.

The full-sized storm surge model (shown in Figure 4.13(a)) appears to generally follow tidal
ows, with the e�ects of the storm predicted to have the largest inuence upon surface velocity
on 13/6/1999. A maximum velocity of 0.5m s�1 towards the NNE was observed during this
time.

Figure 4.13(b) also exhibits tidal behaviour for the N-GSV model with tidal open boundaries
and meteorological e�ects at the surface. Velocities are generally increased in magnitude when
compared to the GSV model, but the majority of features are comparable between the two.
The maximum predicted velocity is 0.7m s�1.

When external surges are considered in N-GSV, as in Figures 4.13(c) and (d) for surge types
2 and 3, currents close to the boundary appear to be further increased. Maximum velocity
has increased slightly to 0.75{0.8 m s�1, and some of the features of the GSV model are not
simulated as well. Surge method 3 appears to simulate the GSV velocities better than method
2, which does not predict directions correctly at times during 10/6 and 13/6. Surge method 3
produces currents that are remarkably similar to those obtained from using tides only on the
open boundary.

When bottom currents are considered (Figure 4.14) similar comparisons can be made as for
the surface. The currents near the sea oor are less than half the strength of those at the sea
surface, which may be attributed to the wind stress at the surface and the damping e�ects of
bottom friction.

The dominance of a tidal ow regime near the sea oor is obvious in Figure 4.14(a) for the
GSV model. This trend is followed for the N-GSV model with tides and surge type 3 applied to
the open boundaries (Figures 4.14(b) and (d)), both having (almost identical) larger velocities
than produced by the GSV model.

Similar to the surface, the N-GSV model prediction using surge type 2 shows some di�erences
in velocity magnitude and direction (Figure 4.14(c)). In particular, directions on 10/6 and 13/6
are noticeably di�erent to those obtained in the GSV model.

Because of the placement of this point (just inside the N-GSV open boundary) it is accept-
able for some minor di�erences in velocity predictions to be present. It seems that the prediction
of currents by all three of the open boundary types near the open boundary is reasonable, and
in some cases unexpectedly good.

At Outer Harbor

Current predictions near the surface at Outer Harbor are shown in Figure 4.15.

The e�ects of the storm surge are seen much more clearly here than in the point close to the
open boundary, with a southerly current prevalent for 11/6 and much of 12/6 in the prediction
of the GSV model (Figure 4.15(a)). During 13/6 there is a northerly current with a maximum
of approximately 0.6m s�1.

Predictions of currents by the N-GSV model prove to be extremely good, with all three
boundary types predicting velocities well for magnitude and direction up until the beginning of
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(a) Full-Size Model

(b) Sub-Model, Met. E�ects

(c) Sub-Model, Surge 2

(d) Sub-Model, Surge 3
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Figure 4.13: The hourly total surface current predictions produced using the indicated open
boundary conditions applied to the 1999 storm from a point near the sub-model open bound-
ary. Note that the magnitudes of currents are measured by the length of the stalk, with the
arrowheads always at a constant size.
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Figure 4.14: The total hourly bottom current predictions produced using the indicated open
boundary conditions applied to the 1999 storm from a point near the sub-model open bound-
ary. Note that the magnitudes of currents are measured by the length of the stalk, with the
arrowheads always at a constant size.
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(a) Full-Size Model

(b) Sub-Model, Met. E�ects.

(c) Sub-Model, Surge 2

(d) Sub-Model, Surge 3
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Figure 4.15: The total hourly surface current predictions produced using the indicated open
boundary conditions applied to the 1999 storm from Outer Harbor. Note that the magnitudes
of currents are measured by the length of the stalk, with the arrowheads always at a constant
size.
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(b) Sub-Model, Met. E�ects

(c) Sub-Model, Surge 2

(d) Sub-Model, Surge 3
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Figure 4.16: The total hourly bottom current predictions produced using the indicated open
boundary conditions applied to the 1999 storm from Outer Harbor. Note that the magnitudes
of currents are measured by the length of the stalk, with the arrowheads always at a constant
size.
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13/6. After this time, the tidal open boundary and surge 2 (Figures 4.15(b) and (c)) behave
similarly, and predict the GSV velocities well. Surge type 3, however, has some minor di�erences
in magnitude and direction during the �rst half of 13/6. After noon on this day the GSV
velocities are reproduced almost exactly.

As in the case of the point close to the N-GSV open boundary, the velocities near the sea
oor are signi�cantly smaller than those at the surface (see Figure 4.16). Velocity values are at
least halved, and are sometimes as low as a third of their surface values.

The prediction of currents at Outer Harbor by the N-GSV model is thus better than that
near the open boundary. Magnitudes are shown to match those of the GSV model well in all
cases, and directions appear to be well predicted in all but a few cases.

4.4.2 Errors due to open boundaries

In order to determine the e�ectiveness and e�ciency of these open boundary conditions, a mea-
sure of relative error should be considered. A total of 40 reference points have been considered,
running north of open boundary point 20, as shown in Figure 4.17. The Root Mean Square
(RMS) error between predictions from the GSV model and the N-GSV model has been com-
puted for each of these points. For each of �ve output variables this is expressed as a percentage
of the range of the large GSV model (RGSV, shown in Table 4.3). For example, for elevation

50 km

N

6

Figure 4.17: Points that are marked with a cross (�) are those at which comparisons between
the GSV model and the N-GSV model elevations and currents are made. The south-most point
is immediately adjacent to N-GSV open boundary reference point 20. There are 40 points
considered.
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Variable Tidal Range Storm Range

� 3.11m 4.66m

usurface 0.64m s�1 1.66m s�1

ubottom 0.35m s�1 0.69m s�1

vsurface 1.07m s�1 1.69m s�1

vbottom 0.57m s�1 1.10m s�1

Table 4.3: A summary of the calculated ranges (RGSV) for tides and storm surges in Gulf St.
Vincent using the GSV model.

(�), the RMS percentage error calculated at each spatial point takes the form

ERMS =
100

RGSV

sPN
i=1(�i;GSV � �i;NGSV)2

N
; (4.4.1)

where N is the total number of hours; �i;GSV and �i;NGSV represent elevation above mean sea
level (MSL) predicted at time point i by the GSV and N-GSV models respectively. Point i = 1
corresponds to 0:00 hr 2/6/1999, and i = N = 313 is equivalent to 0:00 hr 15/6/1999. The error
measure is also considered for both x and y components of near surface and bottom velocity at
these points, for which � is replaced in (4.4.1) by u or v at either depth level.

Four comparisons are considered,

� Tides: Where tidal predictions from N-GSV are compared with those from GSV in order
to determine errors due to the tidal forcing alone.

� Tides and Meteorological E�ects: Where the tide, wind and pressure predictions from the
N-GSV model are compared with the total storm prediction of the GSV model.

� Boundary 2: Where the predictions using surge 2 on the open boundary of the N-GSV
model, as well as the meteorological e�ects on the surface, are compared with the total
storm prediction of the GSV model.

� Boundary 3: As for surge 2, but with the open boundary data determined from a di�erent
method, as described in Section 4.3.4.

Each boundary type has initially been considered for errors in elevation (�), shown in Fig-
ure 4.18. The RMS error values are plotted as a percentage of the range (on the y-axis), verses
the location with respect to the open boundary (x-axis). The latter value is zero at the open
boundary (not plotted), and 1 at the point adjacent to and immediately north of boundary point
20 (as discussed in Section 4.4.1). The value increases by integer increments as the reference
element moves further north away from the open boundary. It is initially clear that the RMS
error values are largest in the second comparison listed above (approximately 6.5%), where
the storm surge GSV model is compared to the N-GSV tidal model with wind and pressure.
This is expected due to the poor prediction of the residual storm surge using this method (see
Figure 4.11(b)).

Errors computed for the other three comparisons are very similar, and increase in value
from an initial 1.5% up to 2% at point 40. Boundary surge 2 performs slightly worse (error
approximately 0.2% higher) than the tidal models and boundary surge 3, which are virtually
identical. A number of conclusions can be made from this. The fact that the error measure
from the tidal model is comparable to that for the storm surge model shows that the use of
the Orlanski{Sommerfeld radiation condition with external storm surges gives similar errors in
elevation as for the prediction of tides using this condition. It seems that there is an error of
less than 2% of the range which can be attributed to the open boundary condition, which is
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Figure 4.18: The RMS errors in sea level (�) obtained as distance from the GSV sub-model
open boundary is increased. Error measures for di�erent methods of calculation of the open
boundary elevation are shown. Note that T+W+P represents the tides and meteorological
e�ects.

an extremely small amount. Note that errors are relatively constant, even close to the open
boundary. This can be attributed to the speci�cation of sea level at the open boundary and
the successful removal of sea level perturbations by the radiation condition.

Plots of the RMS error for each component of velocity at the surface and bottom are shown
in Figure 4.19. These show that the x-component of velocity (error measure approximately
1{2%) is generally predicted by the N-GSV model better than the y-component (error measure
approximately 2{4%). This is due to the orientation of the Gulf, and the fact that the major
ow in the model is north{south, perpendicular to the N-GSV open boundary orientation. It
is worth noting that the errors are highest close to the open boundary, but the magnitude
decreases signi�cantly within a few gridpoints, remaining virtually constant from the third
point away from the boundary. This shows that errors in velocity are highest within the �rst
three gridspacings of the open boundary, but become nearly constant throughout the remaining
parts of the model. The reason for this large error close to the open boundary is that boundary
velocity is not speci�ed, so it does not immediately match that of the interior. It appears that
this does not have a major a�ect upon predictions in the interior, however, with error measure
comparable to that for elevations.

Figure 4.19(a) shows the RMS errors of the x-component of velocity near the surface. Each
boundary type shows very similar behaviour, with the errors settling to relatively constant
values 3{4 gridpoints away from the open boundary. From this point up to 20 gridpoints away
from the boundary the tidal model produces the lowest error values.

The x-component of bottom velocity is shown in Figure 4.19(b). This appears to take longer
to settle to a relatively constant error than some of the other variables considered, but is still
relatively low (< 4%) only 3 gridpoints from the boundary.

The y-component of velocity has the highest level of error, with surface errors (Figure 4.19(c))
slightly higher than those near the bottom (Figure 4.19(d)). At the surface, the N-GSV tidal
model with wind and pressure added gives higher error values (3{4%) than the other three
boundary types (2{3%). Near the sea oor however, the pure tidal model comparison and the
tidal model with winds and pressure are found to give errors which are approximately 0.5{1.0%
higher than the two storm surge boundary types.

4.4.3 Conclusions

The comparison of the N-GSV sub-model with the full-sized GSV model has shown the e�ects of
various open boundary formulations upon sea level and current predictions. The most obvious
conclusion is that the prediction of storm surge sea levels requires more than the inclusion of
tides and meteorological e�ects, even though this method could be used for the prediction of
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Figure 4.19: The RMS errors in currents obtained as distance from the GSV sub-model open
boundary is increased. Error measures for di�erent methods of calculation of the open boundary
elevation are shown.
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storm-induced currents for the upper Gulf if sea level data were unavailable.

Prediction of both sea levels and currents is generally optimised when either of the two open
boundary formulations that input non-tidal factors are used. The RMS error values obtained
are comparable to those obtained when comparing tidal models. This means that the use of the
Orlanski{Sommerfeld open boundary condition for the hindcasting of storm surges where sea
level is speci�ed from either a model/sub-model arrangement (surge 2) or observations (surge
3), and is used in conjunction with surface meteorological e�ects, can be considered to have
been proven valid.

4.5 Factors Determining Currents in Gulf St. Vincent

The consideration of the inuence of the open boundary upon sea levels and currents has shown
that the method used to determine the storm e�ect for the GSV model is a valid one, and is
more accurate for modelling surges than the use of tides alone on the open boundary. The
relative e�ects of all factors upon currents in the Gulf can now be determined using the GSV
model.

4.5.1 Current time series in GSV

Currents have been determined using three components of the surge for each depth level at Outer
Harbor and Long Spit Beacon. Tides, meteorological e�ects and external surges are considered
individually, and the combination of these factors produces the total storm currents, which are
also shown. These factors have been plotted from 12:00 hr 4/6/1999 to 12:00 hr 14/6/1999, and
are illustrated in Figures 4.20{4.23. The meteorological e�ects include the wind and pressure
at the surface. The variable atmospheric pressure �eld has been found to have an insigni�cant
e�ect upon currents in Gulf St. Vincent. Note also that each factor is determined with the
non-linear e�ects of tides included, and the tidal velocity is then removed to obtain the residual
currents shown.

Outer Harbor

Surface currents at Outer Harbor are shown in Figure 4.20. The neap tide occurs on 8/6
and 9/6, and tidal currents are extremely small during this time. Currents near the beginning
and end of the time series are approximately 0.2{0.3 m s�1. The dominance of the semi-diurnal
tide is obvious, with twice daily oods and ebbs.

The meteorological e�ects, shown in Figure 4.20(b), reect the surface winds (Figure 4.3).
The direction of the currents corresponds to the direction of the winds, and is particularly
obvious during strong wind events, such as for 11/6 and 13/6. It is also worth noting that the
maximum meteorologically induced currents occur when the wind is from the south-west (the
direction of longest fetch), even though the winds are often stronger from the north. Currents
are as high as 0.6{0.7 m s�1, at some stages dominating the tidal currents. This is in contrast
with the external surge e�ect (Figure 4.20(c)), which contributes extremely small (virtually
zero) velocities to the overall storm, as in Figure 4.20(d). It is apparent from this time series
that the tidal ows are generally followed, but the wind �eld has a large e�ect upon the surface
velocity at Outer Harbor, particularly when winds are strong. Storm velocities are simulated
to be as high as 0.7{0.8 m s�1 during times of strong winds.

The near bottom currents at Outer Harbor are shown in Figure 4.21. Tidal currents (Fig-
ure 4.21(a)) are generally less than half the strength of the surface currents, with maximum
values of approximately 0.15ms�1. Additionally, the meteorologically induced currents are
small, except during 5/6, 12/6 and 13/6. These are times of extremely strong winds (5/6,
12/6) and relatively strong winds from the south-west (13/6). Maximum currents occur on
13/6 and are approximately 0.4m s�1, in a direction similar to the surface currents. As in
the case of the surface, the currents caused by the external surge are insigni�cant. Velocities
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Figure 4.20: The relative strengths of factors that contribute to the storm induced surface
currents at Outer Harbor in Gulf St. Vincent. Note that strength is measured by the length of
the stalk, with the arrowheads always at a constant size.
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Figure 4.21: The relative strengths of factors that contribute to the storm induced bottom
currents at Outer Harbor in Gulf St. Vincent. Note that strength is measured by the length of
the stalk, with the arrowheads always at a constant size.
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caused by the total storm near the sea oor at Outer Harbor are mainly dependent upon tidal
ows, with some inuence of strong winds predicted (Figure 4.21(d)). Maximum currents are
0.3{0.4 m s�1.

Long Spit Beacon

Currents near the surface at Long Spit Beacon tidal station are shown in Figure 4.22. These
show strong tidal currents (of maximum value 0.6{0.7m s�1) and extremely weak external surge
induced currents. Meteorological e�ects (Figure 4.22(b)) appear to generally have signi�cantly
less inuence than at Outer Harbor, but the maximum velocity value is attained at the same
time, on 13/6. This general di�erence may be partially due to the fact that wind e�ects are
increased in shallow water. The wind is at its most dominant at Long Spit Beacon on 9/6 (when
from the south) and 13/6 (when from the south-west). Current directions correspond to winds
at the sea surface, and these are the directions of longest fetch. The overall storm currents,
shown in Figure 4.22(d), are obviously dominated by the tides, with meteorological e�ects only
inuencing the values predicted when the wind fetch is large.

Figure 4.23 illustrates the relative e�ects of storm factors upon near bottom currents at
Long Spit Beacon. As in the case of currents at Outer Harbor, the bottom currents are signi�-
cantly smaller than those at the surface. Maximum tidal currents of 0.3m s�1 dominate those
caused by meteorological e�ects (<0.1m s�1) and external surges (negligible). This is obvious
in the plot of the storm currents, which are virtually identical to the tidal currents with some
slight perturbations, mainly on 9/6 and 13/6, when tides are small and/or winds are large (see
Figure 4.23(d)).

4.5.2 GSV current �elds

Snapshots of the surface and bottom currents for each component of the storm using the GSV
model are shown in Figures 4.24{4.27. These have been produced at two di�erent times:

(a) 6:00 hr, 5/6/1999 (GMT) | at this time, winds were from the NNW and ranged from
10{15m s�1. Meteorological e�ects had very little inuence upon sea levels at this time
(see Figure 4.5), with the surge from outside of the Gulf responsible for almost all of the
observed residual, as shown in Figure 4.7.

(b) 12:00 hr, 13/6/1999 (GMT) | winds during this time were mainly from the north-west,
at a strength of 10{15m s�1. The e�ects of wind upon sea level at this time were sig-
ni�cant, with approximately 40% of the total residual caused by this factor alone, as in
Figure 4.5(b).

Tidal currents for each of the two times are shown in Figure 4.24. At 6:00 hr on 5/6/1999, the
tidal current near the surface ows into the Gulf at a velocity of up to 0.3m s�1 in Investigator
Strait and northern Gulf St. Vincent. In Backstairs Passage and Troubridge Shoals currents are
stronger, with velocities as high as 1.2m s�1, but generally closer to 0.8ms�1. Near the sea oor,
velocity values appear to follow similar directions to those at the surface, but are approximately
50% of the magnitude. These two snapshots are at a time which is just before high tide (see
Figure 4.11(a)), which explains the ooding tide and medium{high strength currents.

Figures 4.24(c) and (d) show the surface and bottom tidal currents in Gulf St. Vincent at
12:00 hr 13/6/1999, which is very close to the time of low tide. The tide is ebbing, and currents
are less than 0.4 and 0.2m s�1 throughout the model at the surface and bottom respectively.
Again the strongest currents are at Troubridge Shoals and Backstairs Passage.

Currents due to wind and atmospheric pressure e�ects are shown in Figure 4.25. These were
computed by running the tidal model with wind and atmospheric pressure applied at the sea
surface. The tidal currents were then removed.

At 6:00 hr on 5/6/1999, the meteorologically induced currents are extremely small in the
northern part of Gulf St. Vincent. There is some inuence near the western coastal boundary
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Figure 4.22: The relative strengths of factors that contribute to the storm induced surface
currents at Long Spit Beacon in Gulf St. Vincent. Note that strength is measured by the length
of the stalk, with the arrowheads always at a constant size.
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Figure 4.23: The relative strengths of factors that contribute to the storm induced bottom
currents at Long Spit Beacon in Gulf St. Vincent. Note that strength is measured by the length
of the stalk, with the arrowheads always at a constant size.
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0.4m/s

(a) Surface 6:00 hr 5/6/1999 (b) Bottom 6:00 hr 5/6/1999

(c) Surface 12:00 hr 13/6/1999 (d) Bottom 12:00 hr 13/6/1999

Figure 4.24: The tidal currents simulated during the time of the June 1999 storm. Vectors are
plotted every three gridpoints.
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0.4m/s

(a) Surface 6:00 hr 5/6/1999 (b) Bottom 6:00 hr 5/6/1999

(c) Surface 12:00 hr 13/6/1999 (d) Bottom 12:00 hr 13/6/1999

Figure 4.25: The meteorologically induced currents simulated during storm conditions in June
1999. These conditions include wind and pressure e�ects, and residual currents are shown (the
tides have been removed). Vectors are plotted every three gridpoints.
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(in shallow water), but this is less than 0.2m s�1 at the surface (Figure 4.25(a)) and less than
half of this amount at the sea oor (Figure 4.25(b)). Surface currents in shallow waters near the
east coastline are in the direction of the prevailing winds at approximately 0.4m s�1. Bottom
currents again are weaker, but in some cases, such as the south-east coast, the bottom currents
oppose those at the surface. The major inuence of wind and pressure upon currents at this
time appears to occur in Investigator Strait and Backstairs Passage. Velocity values of up to
0.5ms�1 have been simulated at the surface, mainly in the direction of the winds at this time
(that is towards the south-west). Currents of approximately 0.3m s�1 occur near the sea oor
in Backstairs Passage near Kangaroo Island, but are less signi�cant (< 0.1m s�1) elsewhere.

Figure 4.25(c) shows near surface currents that are inuenced by meteorological e�ects at
12:00 hr 13/6/1999. Strong currents are caused by the wind throughout the region, ranging
from 0.1{1.5 m s�1, with the strongest currents near each of the western coasts, both in the
upper Gulf and Investigator Strait. Currents appear to be inuenced by the wind direction in
most shallow areas as well as in Investigator Strait and the western third of Gulf St. Vincent.
This changes in the western part of the upper Gulf, with a south-easterly jet approaching the
coast which turns to the north-east under the inuence of the wind at this time. At the sea
oor (Figure 4.25(d)), wind induced currents are 30{50% of the strength of those at the surface.
Additionally, many of the current vectors near the bottom have direction opposite to those at
the surface, particularly in the centre and northern parts of the Gulf. Close to the coast toward
the east of the Gulf, surface and bottom currents are approximately perpendicular, whereas
those in Investigator Strait and Backstairs Passage appear to be in similar directions at both
depth levels.

The inuence upon currents of the external storm surge that moves into Gulf St. Vincent
from the Great Australian Bight is shown in Figure 4.26. It is clear that this external surge
has a small inuence upon the currents within the region, particularly if compared to tides.
There is a strong (0.2{0.8 m s�1) current near the Investigator Strait open boundary at both
the surface and bottom, mainly due to the rapid increase in the surge at this time. This is not
propagated up the Gulf with any signi�cance. This can be attributed to the nature of these
sea level disturbances. Tidal variations are relatively fast, rising from local minima to maxima
in approximately 6 hours, with a range of 2.5m. The external storm surge considered here has
a maximum range of 1.2m, and takes approximately 1.5 days to increase from the minimum
to maximum value. This means that the external surge is moving signi�cantly slower than the
tidal signal, and hence is responsible for much smaller velocity variations.

When tides, meteorological e�ects and outside surges are added together, the result is the
inuence of the storm upon currents in the Gulf, and this is shown in Figure 4.27. At 6:00 hr
5/6/1999 (Figures 4.27(a) and (b)), the dominant inuence of tides upon the currents can be
seen, with the overall storm in the northern and central parts of the Gulf having surface and
bottom currents almost identical to that predicted by the tidal model. The tidal ow dominance
is reduced in Investigator Strait at the surface. Additionally, surface currents in coastal regions
where the water is shallow appear to be in the direction of the wind, whereas bottom currents
are often in the opposite direction.

In Figures 4.27(c) and (d) at 12:00 hr 13/6/1999 the winds dominate the tides, with currents
often in the opposite direction to the tidal ows. At the surface there is a clockwise eddy near
Troubridge Shoals and a strong northerly jet near the west coast. Water exits in a southerly
direction around the east coast and out of Backstairs Passage. Flow direction near the coast
matches that of the wind at this time, that is towards the north-east. Bottom currents are
again signi�cantly weaker than those at the surface, with many of the features comparable.
Currents near the sea oor in shallow water di�er in direction to those at the surface, with the
wind inuence obviously not as signi�cant.
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0.4m/s

(a) Surface 6:00 hr 5/6/1999 (b) Bottom 6:00 hr 5/6/1999

(c) Surface 12:00 hr 13/6/1999 (d) Bottom 12:00 hr 13/6/1999

Figure 4.26: The external surge induced currents simulated during the time of the June 1999
storm. Vectors are plotted every three gridpoints.
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0.4m/s

(a) Surface 6:00 hr 5/6/1999 (b) Bottom 6:00 hr 5/6/1999

(c) Surface 12:00 hr 13/6/1999 (d) Bottom 12:00 hr 13/6/1999

Figure 4.27: The currents simulated during storm conditions in June 1999. The storm conditions
include tide, wind, pressure and outside surge e�ects. Vectors are plotted every three gridpoints.
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4.5.3 Conclusions about currents in GSV

The consideration of the e�ects of various factors upon currents in Gulf St. Vincent clearly shows
that external surges have a lesser inuence upon overall currents than tides and meteorological
e�ects. This is mainly due to the slower rising of the sea level caused by external surges
compared with tides.

Tidal ows have a signi�cant inuence within the model region, and are the dominant factor
in determining currents under calm conditions. Near surface velocities are stronger than those
near the bottom, with the directions of the two matching throughout the GSV model.

Finally, the meteorological e�ects have a major inuence upon surface currents in Gulf St.
Vincent. Particularly responsible for this is the wind conditions, with changing pressure �elds
contributing virtually zero to velocity values. Currents near the surface in shallow water are
generally in the same direction as the wind �eld. Additionally, wind induced currents are more
signi�cant and widespread when the fetch up the Gulf is at its longest, which is from the south
(Backstairs Passage) or the south-west (Investigator Strait). Currents near the sea oor are
signi�cantly less than those at the surface, and can sometimes be in the opposite direction,
particularly near the coast when the wind is causing the surface currents to go against the
prevailing water movement.

Meteorological e�ects can dominate tidal currents if the wind is strong enough, particularly
if its direction is from the south-west. It's major e�ect is limited to the surface, however, with
bottom currents generally only slightly inuenced.

4.6 Summary and Conclusions

An e�ective method of hindcasting storm surges in Gulf St. Vincent has been developed and
tested using the storm of June 1999.

Testing has con�rmed that storm surge sea levels cannot be adequately modelled using tides
and meteorological e�ects (wind and pressure) only. In fact, variable atmospheric pressure �elds
have no signi�cant e�ects upon sea levels (or currents). Winds only signi�cantly inuence sea
level prediction at Outer Harbor when from the south-west, which is the direction of longest
fetch in the Gulf. Because of this, a further sea level input, the external surge that moves
around the Great Australian Bight into Gulf St. Vincent, must be taken into account. This
was determined from the residual sea level obtained at Outer Harbor translated in time to the
open boundaries with the combined wind and pressure e�ect removed. Accurate reproduction
of sea level within the Gulf was obtained using this method.

The e�ectiveness of the open boundary condition was tested using a sub-model of the north-
ern part of the Gulf. This was compared to the full-sized model, and it was concluded that:

� Errors in currents are highest close to the open boundaries, but settle to normal values
approximately 3 gridpoints away from the boundary.

� Storm surge simulations using the method described above are responsible for no more
error from the open boundary than that obtained when modelling tides only, and so the
boundary condition proposed is deemed acceptable.

� When wind and pressure �elds are applied with only tides on the open boundary errors
in elevation are large, but errors in velocity at the points considered were relatively small.

The individual contributions of each factor to currents within Gulf St. Vincent were also
considered for this storm. It was found that the external surge does not contribute signi�cantly
to currents in the region. The e�ects of strong winds, particularly at the surface, can dominate
those of tidal ows. This is particularly relevant when winds are from the south-west. The
e�ects of the combination of all of these factors upon the advection and di�usion of the larvae
of western king prawn in Gulf St. Vincent is discussed in Chapter 7.
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